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Abstract
Nowadays, the atomic force microscopy (AFM) became a robust nanoscale experiment
platform; from sever applications, one significant and relevant area is the determination of the
elastic properties. Although novel measurement-modes emerge yearly, force-curves obtained
by contact-mode point-spectroscopy are still considered as the most widely used method to
measure Young’s modulus. This technique is feasible with any basic commercial AFM
instrument without special equipment, however, the evaluation of the obtained curve can be
challenging, and a widely accepted and trusted method is missing. The motivation of my work
was to contribute to the standardization of Young’s modulus measurement with AFM, to obtain
more reliable results and enable the quantitative comparison for the scientists working in
different research fields and laboratories.
I addressed three major problems, which have a significant influence on the precision of the
measurements and the accuracy of the obtained Young’s modulus value. First is related to the
determination of the right fitting range during the evaluation, the second connects to the
selection of the spring constant of the AMF probe, and the third one is the issue of the
calibration.
To solve these problems, I studied proton irradiated PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) samples
with elasticity in four range of magnitude as a model material system. During my Ph.D. work,
I developed a method, which helps to determine the endpoint of the fitting providing more
reliable Young’s modulus value. This method establishes a classification of the pointspectroscopy curves and helps the proper selection of the spring constant for a sample with
unknown elasticity. In the case of the tip with 0.2 N/m and 5 N/m, I have given the elasticity
range where they are adequate and can be used to perform a reliable point-spectroscopy curve.
Furthermore, I investigated the standard calibration method of the inverse optical lever
sensitivity (InvOLS), pointed out its drawbacks with experiments and simulation, and suggested
a way to determine an adaptive InvOLS value, which suits to the actual measurement settings.
Ge28Se72 chalcogenide thin films irradiated with electron and laser beams were used to test my
method and demonstrated that neglecting these issues could lead to significant errors in the
obtained elastic properties of the materials.
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Kivonat
Az atomerő mikroszkóp (AFM) a nanométerű struktúrák vizsgálatában az egyik
legmeghatározóbb kísérleti eszköz napjainkban; az anyagok rugalmassági tulajdonságainak
vizsgálata jelentős szerepet játszik a számos alkalmazási területe közül. Mindamellett, hogy
évente új mérési módok jelennek meg, továbbra is a kontakt-módú pont-spektroszkópián
alapuló Young-modulus meghatározás a legelterjedtebb, tekintve, hogy bármely általános
AFM-mel kivitelezhető speciális műszeres kiegészítés nélkül. Ennek ellenére a felvett görbe
kiértékelése számos nehézséget rejt magában és nincs rá széles körben elfogadott, megbízható
kiértékelési eljárás. Jelen disszertációval a célom hozzájárulni egy standard módszer
létrehozásához, mely az eddigieknél megbízhatóbb Young-modulus értékek megállapítására
törekszik, valamint jól alkalmazható más tudományterületen működő szakemberek számára is,
biztosítva ezzel az eredmények összevethetőségét.
Három problémakörrel foglalkoztam, melyek jelentősen befolyásolják a mérésből kapott
Young-modulus érték pontosságát. Az első a helyes illesztési tartomány meghatározása, a
második a méréshez megfelelő rugóállandójú tű kiválasztása, a harmadik a kalibráció
kérdésköre.
Ezen problémák megválaszolásához olyan proton nyalábbal besugárzott polidimetilsziloxán
(PDMS) modell-anyagrendszert vizsgáltam, melynek rugalmassági tartománya négy
nagyságrendet fog át. A doktori disszertációmban bemutatom az általam javasolt módszert,
mely segít az illesztési végpont kiválasztásában, hogy megbízhatóbb Young-modulus értéket
adódjanak; továbbá bevezet egy osztályozást a mért görbékre és ennek segítségével adott
mintához kiválasztható a megfelelő rugóállandójú tű. 0.2 N/m-es és 5 N/m-es tű esetén
megadtam azt a rugalmassági tartományt, amelybe eső mintákon az említett tűkkel felvett
görbék valid eredményt szolgáltatva értékelhetők ki. Továbbá kísérletekkel és szimulációval
vizsgáltam egyes paraméterek hatásait a kalibrációs mérésből kapott InvOLS értékre, valamint
új eljárást javasoltam egy adaptív, a valós mérési körülményekhez illeszkedő InvOLS érték
meghatározására.
Elektron és lézer nyalábbal besugárzott Ge28Se72 vékonyrétegen teszteltem az eljárást,
szemléltetve, hogy a fenti problémák elhanyagolása szignifikáns hibát vihet a meghatározott
Young-modulus értékbe.
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Acronyms
AFAM: atomic force acoustic microscopy

LFM: lateral force microscopy

AFM: atomic force microscopy

LoC: lab-on-a-chip

AM: amplitude modulation

MD: Maugis–Dugdale model

CFM: Chemical force microscopy

MEMS: microelectromechanical systems

CP: contact-point

MFM: magnetic force microscopy

CS-AFM: current sensing atomic force
microscopy

OLS: optical laser sensitivity;

CRFM: contact resonance force microscopy

PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane

DMT: Derjaguin-Müller-Toporov model

PFM: pulsed force mode

DPN: dip-pen lithography

PSPD: position sensitive photodetector

EDS: energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

SEM: scanning electron microscopy

EFM: electrical force microscopy

SPM: scanning probe microscopy

FFM: friction force microscopy

TEM: transmission electron microscopy

FM: frequency modulation
InvOLS: Inverse Optical Laser Sensitivity

TMAFM: tapping mode atomic force
microscopy

ITO: indium tin oxide

UAFM: ultrasonic atomic force microscopy

PWB: proton beam writing technique

JKR: Johnson-Kendall-Roberts model

Symbols
d: absolute cantilever deflection given in
metric unit

R: tip-radius

d0: cantilever deflection far from the sample
(theoretically the force-free cantilever)
given in metric unit

: indentation depth (caused by the tip in the

D: cantilever deflection relative to d0, given
in metric unit
E: Young’s modulus
F: force; in the most cases, it is the exerted
force on the sample by the tip
k: spring constant

: half opening angle of the AFM tip
sample)

: Poisson ratio of the sample
𝑧: absolute piezo position
𝑧0 : the piezo position where the indentation
starts
𝑍: piezo position relative to z0, namely:
𝑍 = 𝑧 − 𝑧0
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
Nowadays, nanotechnology and nanomaterials play an increasingly important role in our
everyday lives owing to their advanced material properties enabling novel applications. In the
research and development of nanomaterials, the ability to monitor, measure, or manipulate on
the nanoscale is a fundamental requirement. A new family of microscopes, the scanning probe
microscopy (SPM) evolved in the 80s for imaging surfaces at the atomic level. In the last
decades, atomic force microscopy (AFM) became one of the most versatile members of this
family. As nanoscience developed, AFM techniques and the range of their measurement
capabilities also improved and widened hand in hand. Besides surface topography mapping, it
became possible to measure several material properties, such as the electric/magnetic field of
the surface, mechanical properties, capacitance, or the conductance of the samples.
A significant and promising area of AFM is the force measurement with piconewton precision
and its extensions: measurement techniques to measure the elasticity or adhesion of samples
that are too small or soft to be measured with conventional nanoindentation techniques. This
field is crucial for cell biology or in the investigation of thin-film or nanostructure properties.
While nowadays most of the AFM manufacturers offer a specific module to measure and
calculate Young’s modulus based on a technique called point-spectroscopy, there is no widely
accepted and trusted (public) method to evaluate the point-spectroscopy curves. Although the
standardization of measurements would be fundamental in metrology and research – which
would enable the quantitative comparison of data originating from different laboratories and
users –, the continuous development is not always supported by a rigorous treatment of the
obtained result. Even deciding which measured dataset can be evaluated (and trusted) or which
should be discarded is still remaining a major challenge to be addressed. Albeit there are several
publications where the Young’s modulus of samples is determined by using AFM pointspectroscopy, accomplishing valid measurements and correct Young’s modulus values still
remains a great challenge in practice.
The aim of this dissertation is to address and solve several issues that significantly affect both
the correct execution of the point-spectroscopy measurements and the evaluation of the
resulting force-curves in order to increase the reliability of Young’s modulus determination
with this versatile, AFM based technique.
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1.2 Personal Background of the Research
I started to work with AFM during my master's thesis in Engineering-Physics. Although this
course belonged to the Institute of Physics at BME, by that time, they did not have an AFM
instrument there; thus I was a visiting student at the Department of Electronics Technology,
where I started to work with a Veeco di Innova instrument, which was purchased in 2008. After
my graduation, I continued my work in the frame of Ph.D studies at the Department of
Electronics Technology, under the supervision of Attila Bonyár, Ph.D. From the beginning, I
was involved in a cooperation with a group from the Institute of Physics at the University of
Debrecen, led by István Csarnovics, Ph.D., who were interested in measuring the elastic
properties of different types of chalcogenides with AFM. Later, we also started a cooperation
with the group of Róbert Huszánk, Ph.D. from the Institute for Nuclear Research, Hungarian
Academy of Sciences (Debrecen) where the elastic properties of polymer samples irradiated
with a proton beam were investigated, also with AFM methods. In this way, my own research
was conveniently joined with national joint R&D undertakings.
During my Ph.D studies, I also had an opportunity to spend three weeks in CEITEC (Central
European Institute of Technology, Brno) in 2015, where I became acquainted with the Bruker
Icon type AFM system, in the group of David Skoda, Ph.D. Later I could utilize this knowledge
for performing measurements with a new Icon microscope, purchased by the Institute of Physics
at BME (in the framework of a cooperation with Sándor Lenk, Ph.D). Later in 2018, during
another foreign stay, I also had the possibility to work with a Bruker MultiMode 8 AFM while
I spent four months investigating glial cells at the Department of Pharmacy and Biotechnology
in University of Bologna, in the group of Giampaolo Zuccheri, Ph.D.
Conclusively, during the years of my Ph.D studies I had the possibility to familiarize myself
with three different types of AFM systems, and in the framework of national and international
level undertakings and cooperations, I investigated a large number (10+) of different materials
systems with AFM point-spectroscopy. I believe that I have sufficient experience to state, that
the problems addressed in my dissertation regarding both the data acquisition and evaluation of
point-spectroscopy and force-curves are general for every investigated materials system, and
the solution of these issues could improve the reliability of this technique significantly. Thus, I
also believe that these results presented in the dissertation can be of general interest to other
experts working in the field.
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1.3 Structure of the Dissertation
After this short introduction, in Chapter 2 my aim is to introduce the field of the elasticity
measurements with AFM, and to study its theoretical background based on the literature. I will
compare the theory with my experience and point out the weaknesses of the commonly used
methods. The subsequently presented results will strongly connect to these established issues,
and solutions will later be given.
The first two subchapters of Chapter 2 introduces the theory of elasticity and the basic AFM
principles, which are also easily accessible in many engineering textbooks. Chapter 2.3 is a
review of the mainstream measurement methods for local mechanical property measurements
with AFM. From Chapter 2.4 to 2.7, the focus is on the contact-mode point-spectroscopy
method, highlighting its advantages and its weaknesses. Since there is no standardized method
for the evaluation of the point-spectroscopy curves, these steps are collected and critically
analyzed based on the available literature. Likewise, the crucial parameters, which have to be
established to obtain valid Young’s modulus, will be identified and highlighted.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental background and instrumentation that is used hereinafter.
In Chapter 4, as a solution for the established issues of force-curve evaluation, a method will
be presented, which I have developed during my Ph.D. work, based on the investigation of real
materials systems. The presented method classifies the point-spectroscopy curves and offers a
solution for three main problems of the evaluation protocols. The first problem is the separation
of the elastic region from the non-elastic part in the measured force-curves, which topic is
largely underrepresented in the literature. This chapter shows the relevance of this problem and
analyzes the proposed evaluation procedures (4.2). The second problem, which is finding the
probe with a proper spring constant for the elastic measurements of a given material, will be
discussed in 4.3. The third main topic is finding the right calibration factor of the cantilever
deflection signal, which is an essential step in every evaluation method. Chapter 4.4 introduces
a so-called adaptive calibration method, which –contrary to the widespread calibration
methods– gives a more reliably cantilever sensitivity. This obtained cantilever sensitivity is
valid at the time and space of the sample measurement. The developed methods are tested on
an independent material system, as it is described in Chapter 4.5.
Chapter 5 gives a summary and outlook of my work. Chapter 6 summarizes the new scientific
results as theses, while the connected publications are listed in Chapter 7.
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2. Mechanical property mapping with AFM
2.1 Elasticity in macro, micro and nano levels
The classical theory of elasticity is primary a theory for linearly elastic materials that suffer
small deformation. In the three-dimensional case, within the framework of continuum
mechanics, the theory uses three partial differential equations for the equilibrium of the
momentum, six strain-displacement differential equations, and six stress-strain equations for
characterizing the phenomena. The first two sets of equations are independent of the material
(but they depend on the geometry), while the third one characterizes material behaviors. The
relation among the components of the stress 𝜎 and train 𝜀 is
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 𝜀𝑙𝑘

(1)

where 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 are the components of the fourth-order stiffness tensor of material properties or
Elastic moduli. Regarding uniaxial deformation, for example, in direction x, Eq. 1 becomes:
𝜎𝑖𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖 𝜀𝑖𝑖

(2)

where 𝐸𝑖 is the Young’s modulus of the material in direction x. If the material is isotropic, its
Young’s modulus is in all orientations. Equation 2 shows the Hook’s law, which says that there
is a linear relationship between the stress and the strain in a given direction (Eq. 1 called
generalized Hook’s law). In practice, the Young’s modulus of a material is determined
experimentally looking for this proportional factor.
If an isotropic material deforms under stress within the elastic region, besides the Young’s
modulus we have to talk about another material property called Poisson’s ratio. It is a
dimensionless property, which shows the ratio of transverse contraction (or expansion) strain
𝜀𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 to longitudinal extension strain 𝜀𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 in the direction of stretching force (Eq. 3).
Since for the typical material, the lateral strains are opposite in sign to the longitudinal strains,
we get a positive ration with
𝜈 = −𝜀

𝜀𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

(3)

definition. Its theoretical range goes from -1 to 0.5, but most materials have the Poisson’s ratio
between 0 and 0.5. The Poisson’s ratio of a rubber-like material is around 0.5, which means
that its total volume remains almost constant. This property is related to the Young’s modulus
and is included in the contact-mechanical models.
4

There is another approach for introducing the Young’s modulus, which is starts from the
interaction of the atoms; however, it simplifies many phenomena, it can be expressive. In the
case of solid materials, atoms bond to each other to reduce their overall energy to form stable
solids. An atom in the lattice feels both the long-range attractive and short-range repulsive
forces depending on its distance from other atoms. Figure 1 shows the net force between two
atoms [1]:

Figure 1. Force versus inter-atomic distance curve [1]. The red point denotes the equilibrium distance, the green
line shows the derivation method of the Young’s modulus (E).

The so-called equilibrium distance is reached when the sum of the attractive and repulsive
forces are zero and the overall energy is minimum. Increasing the distance, the maximum value
of the force (see Fig. 1) is required to break the bond between two atoms and then less and less
force will be necessary to move an atom to infinity, where the attractive forces tend towards
zero. The primary attractive atomic bond is the chemical bond, which forms a strong bond
through one of its three types: ionic, covalent or metallic. The secondary, much weaker
attractive forces are based on Van der Waals forces (polarization, London forces, etc., see [2]).
Going the opposite direction, namely approaching the atoms, the short-range repulsive forces
dominates due to the electrostatic repulsion of the electron clouds (Coulomb repulsion).
To establish the Young’s modulus, assume that an atom is pulled away a bit from its equilibrium
position. In the region between the equilibrium position and the maximum force, the curve can
be approximated by a part of a sinus wave (Eq. 4), where L is the distance between the
equilibrium position (Lo) and the position of the maximum force.
𝐹 = 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋𝑥
)
2𝐿

(4)

For small displacements, the sinus can be approximated by its angle, so Eq. 4 is simplified as:
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𝐹=[

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝜋
] 𝑥 = 𝑘𝑥
2𝐿

(5)

Eq. 5 is giving back the Hook’s law; since 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐿 are typically constant values for a given
material. In other words, the loading force is proportional to the displacement. This kind of
solid is called a linearly elastic material. Dividing Eq. 5 by the unit area, the strain-stress
relation is obtained. Defining the strain 𝜀 as the displacement (𝑥) over the equilibrium distance
(Lo), we receive
𝜎 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝜋𝐿𝑜
=
=𝐸
𝜀
2𝐿

(6)

where 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the tensile strength of the material. The middle part of Eq. 6 can be considered
constant for a given material, thus the Young’s modulus (𝐸) or elastic modulus is regarded as a
characteristic constant for a particular material.
However, in practice, every material has a lower tensile strength than which is predicted by the
model above. It is because the real material always contains some defects in its atomic
arrangement like vacancies or impurities, dislocations or other mechanical defects, which can
move under the loading stress, or the crystallographic planes can slip away.
Although we were talking about atoms, to move from Eq. 5 to Eq. 6 it was implicitly assumed
that Eq. 5 can be applied for many atoms, which feel the same force field from their
surroundings, e.g. a bulk material is being studied, neglecting the different status of the surface
atoms. Furthermore, dividing by the area means that the point of view is changed from atomic
distinction to continuum mechanics.
Decreasing the size of the material, the surface effect becomes more significant due to the
changes in the surface area-to-volume ratio. The surface atoms must move closer to the atoms
just beneath the surface since they feel the long-range attractive forces from many atoms further
beneath the surface. Moreover, they feel less short-range repulsive forces than the bulk atoms
since they only feel the repulsive forces of the few nearby atoms, which are just beneath of
them. Thus, this phenomenon can be considered as a thin tensile skin that can affect the
measured Young’s modulus of the nanoscale structures. However, the number of the papers
which study the surface effect or the size effect on the elasticity property grows steadily, several
of them present special, low-dimensional cases – like nanowires and nanotubes [3, 4] or
nanoporous gold [5] –, some of them present theories [6- 8] but most of them are based on a
continuum mechanical approach.
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That is the main reason why continuum contact mechanics models are applied to describe
nanoscale contact even in the evaluation of the AFM measurements (see Chapter 2.5).
According to the experience, these models, which were developed for macroscopic contacting
surfaces yield physically reasonable results even for nanoslace contacts as well (see some
examples in [9]). Until a new level of understanding and instrumentation is revealed that can
analyze truly atomistic contact, AFM measurements are generally considered reliable to obtain
information about elasticity in the nanoscale.

2.2 Basic AFM principles
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a widely used member of the Scanning Probe Microscopy
(SPM) family. The first atomic force microscope was invented in 1986 by Binning et al. [10].
Nowadays the AFM is one of the foremost tools for imaging, measuring surface material
properties at the nanoscale level or manipulating some surface atoms of the specimen. In a
general case, it does not require vacuum: measurements can be performed in air or in a liquid,
allowing the investigation of a broad range of specimens. Figure 2 presents its operation range,
compared to other microscopy techniques.

Figure 2. The operation range of the different microscopy families. The scale is from a meter to an angstrom.

Contrary to the conventional optical microscopy, the imaging method of the AFM relies on
mechanical principles instead of electromagnetic radiation. Namely, a physical probe is used to
7

scan the surface. Since the electromagnetic diffraction will not be a limit, a very high resolution
is achievable in the vertical dimension of the object’s surface, even the fraction of a nanometer.
Since the horizontal X-Y scan size can vary between around 100 µm × 100 µm and 10 m
× 10 m depending on the type of the scanner [11], thus a very detailed 3-D image of the surface
can be constructed (see Fig. 3 left).
The AFM imaging principles are based on the tip/cantilever assembly that interacts with the
sample. In the case of most of the AFM instruments, this interaction is detected by an opticallever technique; a laser beam is reflected from the back of a cantilever onto a four-segmented
position sensitive photodetector (PSPD) (see Fig. 3). The cantilever deflection is measured as
the difference signal of the PSPD segments.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the basic working principle of AFM [12]. The displayed topography image
corresponds to an AFM scan of a glass template covered with gold nanoparticles (right in Display) and its 3-D
representation (left in Display).

During the scan, when the tip interacts with the surface structures, the cantilever bands, and the
alteration of the reflecting angle of the laser beam is monitored by the PSPD. Using the PSPD
signal as feedback, the controller changes the distance between the tip and the sample to
maintain the laser spot in the middle of the PSPD, or in other words, to maintain a predefined
cantilever bending, which corresponds to a predefined pressing force. This can be done in two
ways: the tip/cantilever assembly is fixed, and a piezo-scanner moves the sample, or the sample
is fixed, and the tip holder can move vertically. (Since our AFM uses the former setup, I will
refer to this case later in my work.) This piezo motion enables the monitoring of the topography
on the surface.
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There are two main imaging techniques: static mode and dynamic mode. In the static mode or
also called contact mode, the tip is pushed into the sample with a predefined, pico- or
nanonewton amount of force, which acts on a finite contact area between the end of the tip and
the sample surface. The feedback maintains the deflection of the cantilever at a predefined
value.
In the dynamic or vibrating mode, the tip is vibrating near its resonant frequency with a few
nanometers over the sample and the feedback tries to maintain the amplitude, the frequency (or
sometimes the phase) of the vibration at a constant value. Depends on how far the tip is from
the sample, this technique is called either non-contact mode or the tapping mode. During the
non-contact scanning, the tip moves with a small amplitude in the attractive regime of the
sample’s potential field. It means that the tip-surface distance is on the order of tens to hundreds
of angstroms. At the tapping mode, the tip approaches (comes into the repulsion regime of the
sample’s potential field) and leaves the surface in every oscillation cycle. Due to do this, the
oscillation amplitude has to be quite large, typically it is about 50 nm. Vibrating methods are
used when high resolution is required or if a soft sample is being scanned since a great
advantage of vibrating modes is the lack of lateral forces between the sample and the tip.
Due to the very sensitive and flexible cantilever, it is possible to measure the effect of the force
field exerted by the sample on the tip with a piconewton or even at sub-piconewton [13]
resolution. The potential in the vertical direction from the surface can be approximated by the
Lennard-Jones potential (see Fig. 4). Originally, the Lennard-Jones potential is a simplified,
computationally expedient formula to describe the interaction between two neutral atoms or
molecules as the following [14]:
𝜎 12
𝜎 6
𝑉𝐿𝐽 (𝑟) = 4𝜀 [( ) − ( ) ]
𝑟
𝑟

(7)

where 𝑟 is the distance between the atoms, 𝜀 is the depth of the potential well, 𝜎 is the distance
at which 𝑉𝐿𝐽 (𝑟) is zero, it also referred as van der Waals radius. This model contains the effect
of the attractive long-range forces and the repulsive short-range forces. The main part of the
attractive forces is the London dispersion force that acts between neutral atoms. It arises due to
quantum mechanical effects, but it can be illustrated in a semi-classical way. Since the electrons
constantly move in their orbits around the atom, spontaneously, a dipole is probable to occur
while the electron distribution becomes unsymmetrical. Due to the representation of the
quantum zero-point motion of an atom, these quickly varying dipoles produce an
electromagnetic field and during the interaction with other atoms, induce dipoles that are in
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phase with the instantaneous dipoles producing them. This spontaneous formation of
fluctuating electric dipoles attracts each other. It is worthy of note that the synchronized electric
alternating field which accompanies the zero-point motion is not a radiation field, it does not
dissipate the energy of the zero-point motion [15]. This dispersion force is weaker than the
forces in the covalent or ionic bonds, isotropic, additive and cannot be saturated. While the tipsample distance is larger than 1 nm, the London dispersion force is the dominant interaction.
Reducing the tip-sample distance, the short-range forces arise. When the electron wave
functions of the outermost shells of the two approaching atoms overlap, the short-range force
can be attractive or repulsive. If the overlap reduces the total energy, the force is attractive and
it is called a chemical bond. Moving closer, the repulsion between the inner, closed electron
shells steeply arises. It is not just because of the electrostatic repulsion of the electrons of the
closed shells, but the existence of the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that two electrons
cannot occupy the same quantum state. However, the solution of the Schrödinger equation of
this system is quite difficult, a model potential is often used, which is assumed to be
proportional to 1/𝑟 12.
While the Lennard-Jones potential is basically created to model the interaction between two
neutral atoms, it also captures the basic features of the tip-sample interactions: attractive
interaction for large distances, a potential minimum, and a strong repulsive interaction at short
distances [16]. Fig. 4 shows the relation between the tip-sample interaction and the different
AFM operation modes.

Figure 4. The AFM operation modes in terms of the Lennard-Jones potential, which approximates the interaction
between the very end of the tip and the surface atoms

AFM has much more modes besides topography imaging; the most important of them are listed
in Table 1. The Lateral Force Microscopy is based on the assumption, than in contact mode, the
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torsional motion of the tip is related to the differences in the physical/chemical properties of the
surface through the surface friction force. The field modes are used to measure the electrostatic
or magnetic fields above the sample surface. During the so-called ‘lift-mode’ the forward line
is measured in normal topography mode, but during the backward path, the tip is lifted up and
it is scanned at a fixed distance from the surface (e. g. 50 nm or 100 nm), so the interaction with
the electrostatic or magnetic fields of the sample can be mapped. These measurements require
a tip with either a conductive or magnetized coating. With a chemically functionalized tip, it is
also possible to measure the chemical bonds of the surface atoms. The AFM probe can be used
to directly manipulate the surface with lithography techniques, by subtractive techniques like
etching or scratching, or additive techniques like molecule deposition.
Table 1. Main classifications of atomic force microscopy [17]

Microscopy

Lithography

Tapping mode atomic force microscopy (TMAFM)

Dip-pen lithography (DPN)

Chemical force microscopy (CFM)
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM)

Mechanical
lithography
(indenting, ploughing, scribing)

Electrical force microscopy (EFM)

Tip-induced oxidation

Current sensing atomic force microscopy (CS-AFM)
Atomic force acoustic microscopy (AFAM)
Lateral force microscopy (LFM)
Friction force microscopy (FFM)
Force spectroscopy
The technique in which a hard tip (probe) is pushed into the surface then subsequently retracted
is called force-spectroscopy. It provides information about the local mechanical properties of
the material. If the tip and the sample come into elastic contact, the position of the atoms change
due to the elastic properties of the material of the tip and the sample, therefore the phenomenon
cannot be entirely described by just the Lennard-Jones potential. This effect is commonly
modeled by the Hertzian theory of the elastic contact of two bodies. In the case of an elastic
sample material, which is contacted with a hard tip, the results show a less steep repulsive
distance dependence compared to the Lennard-Jones potential (see Chapter 2.4).
The next chapter will focus on the determination possibilities of the local mechanical properties
and it will present in detail the different AFM expansions (advanced modes or instrumentation)
which are available nowadays from different AFM manufacturers for this purpose.
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2.3 Measurement methods of local mechanical properties with AFM
After the invention of AFM the attempt for measuring elastic properties appeared quite early
(in 1989 in [18] and using another approach in 1992 in [19]), but the automated (industrial)
realization has been waited until the last decade and the improvement in reliability of the
quantitative results are still an intensive topic. The growing interest in nanotechnology has
changed the profile of AFM instruments from a simple imaging tool to a robust nanoscale
experiment platform [20]. Besides nano-manipulation, the determination of the material
properties has been placed at the forefront. There are many application fields, which benefit or
require the knowledge of the material properties on the nanoscale. AFM is very useful for
polymer characterization because it avoids using electron beam radiation or any other radiation,
which would modify the polymer surface. At the same time, it also proves its value in the field
of cell biology [21] since it allows measurements in liquid, and it is also a very useful tool for
the identification of the surface composition of various nanostructures [22].
Table 2. The largest manufacturers of atomic force microscopes and their available AFM modes for measuring
local mechanical properties.

Since the elasticity investigation techniques at the nanoscale came into the limelight, the
tendency forced the manufacturers to also develop new atomic force microscopy
instrumentation. In the last few years, every AFM manufacturer developed different tools,
packages or modes to measure mechanical properties. Since there are many difficulties and
uncertainties during these measurements (e.g., related to the force-curves, see in Chapter 2.6.),
in general, one package contains more ways to measure the mechanical properties. The elastic
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modulus of the materials which can be investigated by AFM varies in the range between a few
kPa and few hundred GPa. [23] This wide range of interests also contributed to the appearance
of new techniques and instrumentation. Table 2 summarizes a few of the most widely known
AFM manufacturers and their packages for this purpose.
The most important modes for local micromechanical property mapping will be discussed in
the next paragraphs.
Nanoindentation
The indentation technique is well known from the macroscopic elasticity measurement.
However, what is called ‘nanoindentation with AFM’ is not a solid concept in the literature. A
common aspect is that while an indenter is pushed into the sample and retracted, a loading
force-displacement curve is obtained. According to the classical indentation theory, it is
assumed that the loading force causes both plastic (permanent) and elastic deformation. For
this, in general, the applied force exceeds a few ten or few hundred micronewtons, but it
naturally depends on the specimen. The unloading curve is thought to be wholly elastic, so it
yields the Young’s modulus. In general, the analysis of the curves is based on the Oliver Pharr
method [24], however, it ignores the tip-sample adhesive forces. There are publications with an
extended version of this model, taking into account the presence of the contact adhesion, e.g.,
in [25]. Besides the Young’s modulus, the hardness can be calculated by dividing the loading
force by the projected residual area of the indentation, as in the classical case. The resulting
indentation pit has a distinct geometry, which can be characterized by using a high precision
AFM.
One type of this measurement uses a diamond indenter with a special geometry like a Berkovich
(three-sided pyramidal) tip. This method is the closest to the depth-sensing indentation test, but
the indentation experiments move towards a very small scale and the penetration depth is in the
sub-micron range. Since there is no cantilever, it needs a special head of the AFM to detect the
loading force and the indentation depth. One implementation was published in [26, 27], where
an indentation system with a three-plate transducer with electrostatic actuation and capacitive
sensor was developed. The specimen was mounted on the piezo-scanner and remained
stationary during the indentation. The tip was mounted to the center plate, so the three-plate
transducer was used for the direct application of normal load and the capacitive sensor was used
for the measurement of vertical displacements, as well the indentation depth. Another setup can
be studied in [28].
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The other type of the measurement uses mainly a diamond or diamond-like coated AFM tip
mounted on a cantilever. The bending of the cantilever through the Hook’s law makes it
possible to measure the loading force during the indentation. The displacement of the tip can
be calculated from the difference of the piezo motion and the cantilever deflection, however,
its accurate determination can be difficult since it requires the knowledge of the very first tipsample contact point as a reference point (about the difficulties of its determination, see Chapter
2.6.3.). The obtained force-displacement curve is the most essential element of the
investigation. In general, besides the elastic deformation, plastic deformation occurs. The
advantage of this nanoindentation technique that it is feasible with most of the commercial
AFM instruments. Sometimes it is regarded as the part of the force-curve method ‘family’ and
its evaluation model is already built in the software (e.g. Asylum Research). A few
disadvantages of both methods, as material pile-up, sink-in, or cracks induced around the
indentation is pointed out in [29].
It is important to mark some differences between the two implementations. First, the AFM tip
ends in a conical radius of 10-15 nm while the head of the Berkovic indenter is around 100 nm;
therefore, the AFM tip can probe smaller structures, which would not be possible with an
indenter. On the other hand, when an AFM tip is used, the motion is more complex during the
indentation. The cantilever has multiple degrees of freedom: the cantilever can rotate (torsion)
or the tip can slide on the surface.
Contact-mode point-spectroscopy based methods
While the indentation method operates with forces in the microNewton range causing plastic
deformation, during the contact-mode point-spectroscopy or the so-called force-curve
method the tip is pushed into the surface with pico- or nanoNewton forces and then retracted.
It is not necessarily followed by a permanently deformed area after the indentation. From the
obtained curve, the surface adhesion force, the elasticity of the sample and the energy
dissipation caused by the sample deformation can be determined.
To characterize the surface of a material, during the surface topography scanning it is expedient
to collect the force curves in 2D arrays. These are usually called force maps or Force Volume
Mapping. The user can specify the number of the array points. As usual, the software packages
save each curve, thus both real-time and offline quantitative property calculations are eligible.
The imaging time highly raises with the number of points, which moved the development in
the direction of a technique with short curve acquisition time, called Fast Force Volume
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Mapping mode. Another way to solve this problem is to use sinusoidal ramping. The first
version of this setting is called Pulsed Force Mode [30]. The typical amplitude of this
sinusoidal modulation is 10-500 nm at a user-selectable frequency between 100 Hz and 2 kHz
and the exerted force is on the order of nanoNewton. There are similar methods working with
high speed and creating mechanical property maps like Park PinPointTM Mode (Park System)
or ScanAsyst Mode (Bruker). Unlike the common force curves, ScanAsyst Mode uses the
PeakForce TappingTM (Bruker) technique to acquire data. Similarly to the Pulsed Force Mode,
the vertical path of the tip (i. e. the z-position) is modulated by a sine wave and not a triangular
one [11]. This means that the velocity of the tip changes during the approaching and
withdrawing procedure, allowing the precise control of the maximum exerted force between
the tip and sample. Avoiding the parasitic motion of the cantilever, the maximum exerted force
can be reduced to the magnitude of picoNewtons. Continuous force curves can be collected at
frequencies between 1 kHz and 10 kHz, which is in the same range as the common topography
imaging. The software called QNMTM can evaluate the obtained curves (also in real-time) and
represents the height, the modulus, the adhesion and the dissipation maps.
The modification of the force-curve method leads to the possibility of measuring viscoelastic
properties. By inserting a hold interval of constant force between the loading and unloading
parts, creep compliance and stress relaxation can be investigated. If a low-amplitude AC
modulation (~5-200 kHz) is added during the hold segment, the quantitative measurement of
the storage and loss modulus is enabled. These possibilities are not achievable with a basic
AFM microscopy, some additional instrumentation is needed (added by the users or the
manufacturer). More about the theoretical background and the evaluation of these methods are
published in [31-33]. From the end of the year 2018, a built-in version is released by the Bruker
n-DMA package [34] on Bruker Dimension AFMs.
Connected to the force-curves, another quantitative mapping method was developed by Bruker,
which is called HarmoniX. It requires a specially designed, torsional harmonic cantilever whose
tip is shifted from the center and this skewness enables to obtain the force-curve from the
torsional vibration spectra during tapping mode. It requires a modified calibration method since
the torsional parameters of the tip are needed [35, 36].
Phase Imaging based methods
Besides using force-curves, one of the other easily performable techniques to characterize the
different material components of the sample, is the so-called Phase Imaging method. It is also
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feasible with any commercial AFM. During the tapping mode scan (also known as amplitude
modulation (AM)), the feedback system acting on the vibrating tip is trying to maintain a
constant amplitude, while the phase response of the tip is affected by the tip-sample interaction.
Thus, the phase map often provides a contrast corresponding to the different material
properties/components of the specimen. The phase response depends on several factors, like
how the material stores elastic energy, which are the dissipative factors, and even the
operational parameters. Although the interpretation of the phase image is complicated, the
method is frequently used due to its simplicity.
Trying to gain more specific information from the phase scan, the Bimodal Dual ACTM
Imaging technique was developed by Asylum Research [37]. Two resonant frequencies of the
cantilever excited simultaneously; the lower one is the same as in tapping mode, the higher one
can provide enhanced contrast. Typically, the first and second flexural resonances are used. The
quantitative interpretation is connected to the viscoelastic properties of the material:


The Loss Tangent Imaging technique does not separate the elastic energy (or often
termed as stored energy: 𝐸 ′ ) and the dissipated energy (𝐸′′) measured per each cycle
through the amplitude and phase response of the lower excitation; only their ratio, the
loss tangent (tan 𝛿) can be determined from the measured data: tan 𝛿 = 𝐸′′⁄𝐸 ′ .



The AM-FM Viscoelastic Mapping Mode uses the bimodal phase and amplitude data
(and the package also contains the above-mentioned loss tangent calculation). The
cantilever (with usually a higher resonance frequency) operates in FM (frequency
modulation) mode. The elastic modulus can be determined based on the amplitude,
frequency and the phase of the two modes. This method requires a tip-check sample or
a reference sample with a known elastic modulus. Furthermore, the loss modulus and
the tip-sample contact stiffness can be determined [38, 39].

Other methods
The contact Resonance Force Microscopy (CR-FM) technique was promoted by Asylum
Research to measure the stiff end of the elasticity range, specifically from 1 GPa to 200 GPa.
The vibrating tip on its natural resonance frequency is pushed into the surface, while the
resonance frequency shifts due to the elastic coupling between the tip and the sample. For this
technique a cantilever with a low free resonance frequency is used (11 kHz) not like at tapping
mode, which used cantilevers usually in the several 100 kHz range. The hardware requirements
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are a sin wave generator plus a lock-in amplifier, which are also implemented in some
commercially AFM but not in each one of them. Typically in the so-called atomic force acoustic
microscopy (AFAM) and the ultrasonic atomic force microscopy (UAFM) setups can be used
directly. During imaging, it is required to detect the resonance peak of the cantilever. The peak
frequency varies monotonically with the elasticity of the sample, while the quality factor of the
peak changes according to the viscous damping property of the sample. Since the evaluation
method has a contact parameter, which is difficult to define, the measurement with the same
force has to be applied on a test sample with a known elasticity [23, 40, 41].
Force Modulation Imaging is a technique, which can give a contrasting map of the sample
composed by different materials. It is similar to the contact mode but while the tip is in contact
with the surface during the scan, a high frequency signal is added to the cantilever. Changes in
sample stiffness, adhesion or friction alter the oscillation of the tip and create a qualitative map
[42].
Lateral force microscopy is very similar to contact mode. The cantilever deformation has a
lateral or torsional component recorded in contact mode scanning. It can be caused by the
variation in surface frictional forces (for example, as the consequence of different material
components) or the abrupt, high changes of the sample surface due to the delayed feedback.
Although the lateral forces also carry information regarding the different elastic and adhesive
properties of the materials and the obtained map can be used to identify different materials in a
composite sample, this mode cannot be directly used for the quantitative measurement of these
properties [43].
Conclusively, the abundance of numerous methods which can be used to measure the local
mechanical properties with AFM indicates, that there is a real demand for the improvement of
this field, and it is also shows that there is no one widely accepted method, which could be
considered superior compared to the others. A substantial part of the quantitative methods are
based on the classical contact-mode force-spectroscopy. A definite advantage of this method is
that it does not require advanced AFM instrumentation and it is also easy to be performed.
Thus, contact-mode point-spectroscopy will be presented in detail in the next Chapter, along
with its possibilities and some limitations.
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2.4 Contact-mode point-spectroscopy
The contact-mode point-spectroscopy is a method for measuring the tip-sample interaction at a
single point of the specimen. The obtained cantilever deflection – piezo position curve can be
transformed to a force  indentation depth curve, so it is often referred to as the force-curve
method in the literature. As it was mentioned before, during the contact-mode pointspectroscopy, the tip is pushed into the sample until a specified threshold is reached; then the
tip is withdrawn until it loses contact with the sample. This process is performable with every
commercial AFM. Although the indentation itself is simple, the difficulties lie in the analysis.
The proper understanding of the behavior of the probe during the contact-mode pointspectroscopy method is crucial for rational data analysis in the framework of the so-called forcecurve evaluation. This chapter will interpret the obtained curve and presents the physical
properties which can be derived from the force-curve, in particular the Young’s modulus.
While the tip moves down and up at one point of the surface it feels the force field of the sample.
The total force between the tip and the sample may consist of several components, such as
adhesion force, short-range chemical force (which can be described by the Lennard-Jones
potential as discussed before), electrostatic and magnetic forces. According to this, the force
curves can refer to several material properties such as Young’s modulus, adhesion, deformation
and energy dissipation. However, it can be difficult to obtain accurate quantities.

Figure 5. A typical force-distance curve with the significant points and quantities according to the tip position
relative to the sample. The values of x-axis to the left of the tip-sample contact point (B) represents the indentation
depth of the sample.

Figure 5 presents a typical force-distance curve. At the beginning of the point-spectroscopy the
tip is far from the surface (see point A on Fig. 5) and there is negligible or zero force exerted
on it. As the probe moves towards the surface, it gets into the field of attractive forces like van
der Waals, electrostatics or capillary forces. At some tip-sample distance the attractive forces
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overcome the cantilever stiffness and the tip jumps into contact with the surface (B point on
Fig. 5). Then the tip stays in contact with the surface and while the loading force increases on
the probe, the deflection of the cantilever also increases and the sample is pressed. After
reaching a predefined cantilever deflection, the probe is withdrawn to its initial position. During
the unloading process (see point D), the force decreases and reaches a point when the tip “jumps
off” or detaches from the surface (see point E in Fig. 5). The force that belongs to this point can
be identified as an adhesion force between the tip and the surface.
If there is no plastic deformation of the sample during the process, the hysteresis between the
repulsive parts of the loading-unloading curves almost disappears, only the adhesion term
appears. Thus, the area above the retracting curve and under the zero force line can be regarded
as the work of adhesion [44].
If some plastic deformation occurs, the area of the hysteresis loop is related to the dissipated
energy but it is difficult to separate it from the effect of the adhesion.
The maximum sample deformation can be determined as the distance on the tip-sample axes
between the point B, where the tip first reaches the surface (jump-to-contact point) and the point
C -where the loading force has a maximum. The value obtained this way is the sum of the
plastic and the elastic deformation.
Determination of the Young’s modulus from the point-spectroscopy curve
The curve has an attractive region near the contact-point (B), while towards point C the force
exerted on the cantilever becomes positive (repulsive region) and the tip is firmly indented into
the sample. Two phenomena can occur in this region (see Fig. 6.):
a. )

If the stiffness of the cantilever is high enough to make an indentation on the sample
surface, which means that while the piezo raises the sample, the cantilever bends and
the sample surface will be deformed. In this case the piezo motion (Z) equals the sum
of the cantilever deflection (D) and the indentation depth (). It results in a similarly
shaped, ‘bent’ curve as in Fig. 5.

b. )

If there is no indentation on the surface; all deflection in the measurement can be
considered to occur in cantilever. So the cantilever deflection (D) equals the piezo
motion (Z) during the process. Its point-spectroscopy curve corresponds to a straight
line. (This relation is used to determine the sensitivity of the cantilever (InvOLS), as
discussed in Chapter 2.6.2)
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In the case of a.), the Young’s modulus can be determined from the part of the force-curve
which belongs to the elastic indentation. Several models were published which describe the
contact mechanics between the tip and the sample (see Chapter 2.5). By using them, the
Young’s modulus can be gained from the fitted parameter. The approaching and retracting
curves are both used for the fitting in the literature, however, the retracting curves are greatly
influenced by the adhesion forces, which has to be considered during the selection of the fitted
contact mechanics model.
To accomplish the fitting, some transformations on the point-spectroscopy curves are needed.
The obtained raw data from the measurement are the deflection signal of the cantilever in
voltage and the (absolute) piezo position of the sample. Firstly, the deflection signal has to be
converted to metric length scale, this process is called InvOLS (inverse optical lever sensitivity)
calibration. Furthermore, the piezo motion is required relative to the piezo position where the
tip reach the surface, i. e. the contact point. Based on the obtained deflection (D) in nanometer
and the piezo motion (Z), it is possible to determine the elastic modulus. Figure 6 shows the
different types of the D(Z) curves according to the compliance of the investigated material. Fig.
6 left corresponds to the previously discussed case a), while Fig. 6 right corresponds to case b).
The type of the obtained curves usually depend on the relation of sample elastic properties and
the stiffness of the used cantilever (as will be discussed later in the results section).

Figure 6. The difference between the deflection curves and the indentation in case of soft and hard sample relative
to the cantilever spring constans. Left: the cantilever is hard enough to elastically deform the sample. Right: the
cantilever is too soft for the sample, which is not deformed duringg indentation. The obtaned curve is only
characteristtic to the deflection of the cantilever, which can be used for the calibration of its sensitivity.
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Figure 6 left shows a similar character to Fig. 5, except that the direction of the x-axis is reverse
since the tip-sample distance is negative during the contact. This D(Z) curve can be further
transformed to the so-called force-curve, by scaling the deflection with the spring constant of
the cantilever. The deflection multiplied with the spring constant provides the values of the
ordinate axis, and the difference between the piezo motion (Z) and the cantilever deflection (D)
gives the tip-sample distance, or over the contact point, the indentation depth (), so the
abscissa.
In conclusion, during the evaluation of the obtained deflection-curves these are the necessary
steps that can significantly influence the result. These have to be considered or chosen carefully
to obtain correct Young’s modulus values:


right InvOLS calibration;



choosing a tip with a suitable k spring constant;



choosing the appropriate contact mechanical model for the fit;



selection of the elastic region of the approaching curve (endpoint selection):
o allocate the first point of the fitting, also called contact-point (CP);
o allocate the last point of the fitting.

The Young’s modulus can be calculated from the model’s fitting parameter (defined in the next
chapter) based on the knowledge of the following material properties of the tip:


the spring constant of the tip (k);



some geometry data connected to the shape of the tip, like the tip-radius (R) or the half
opening angle of the tip ();



Poisson ratio of the tip-sample system ( ).

Every above listed points will be discussed in the following sections except for the
determination of the geometrical data of the tip or the Poisson ratio of the tip-sample system.
Moreover, of these parameters are intertwined in numerous ways which further renders the
precise determination of the Young’s modulus more difficult.
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2.5 Contact-mechanical models
The force between the tip and the sample can be measured through the bending of the cantilever.
The cantilever acts as a spring and its deflection (D) is proportional to the force exerted on the
tip by the sample (F). If the k spring constant of the cantilever is known and the deflection is
not too high (namely the cantilever can be modelled as a linear spring), the Hook’s law can
describe this effect:
𝐹 = 𝑘𝐷

(8)

In the other hand, due to the action and reaction law, the tip will push the sample with the same
amount of force (F) and causes some indentation in the sample. If the force is not too high, this
indentation will be an elastic deformation. This chapter presents the widely used contact
mechanical models of AFM force-curves. These relate the applied force (F) to the penetration
depth (𝛿) through Young’s modulus (E):
𝐹 ~ 𝛿 𝑛 = (𝑍 − 𝐷)𝑛 , where 𝑛 > 0

(9)

Therefore, the general relationship between the cantilever bending and the contact-mechanical
models (in the proper force range) can be expressed as:
𝑘𝐷 = 𝐹(𝛿)

(10)

The following paragraphs review of the commonly used 𝐹(𝛿) mechanical models.
Hertzian models with different tip shapes
The contact between two elastic bodies was firstly studied by Hertz in 1881, before his more
famous work on electricity. In the practical applications, like in the case of AFM, the contact
between a rigid indenter and a flat, extensive specimen is of particular relevance. More
Hertzian-based models can be distinguished according to the shape of the indenter. In each
cases the following approximations were made [1, 45]:


the adhesion or surface forces are absent;



the indenter can be considered as a perfectly rigid body with no deformation during the
process;



the indentation of the specimen is merely elastic; the specimen exhibits linear elastic
behavior, furthermore it is homogeneous and isotropic;



the interaction of the bodies is frictionless,
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the contact area is small relative to the extension of the bodies



and relatively small deformation of the specimen is made.

The classic Hertz model describes the contact between two spheres pressed together by the F
loading force. This can be easily modified to the contact of a spherical tip with radius R and a
flat surface [46]. The obtained equation is
𝐹=

3
4 𝐸√𝑅
2
𝛿
3 (1 − 𝜈 2 )

(11)

where E is Young’s modulus,  is Poisson’s ratio, and  is the indentation depth.
The most frequently used variation of the Hertz model in the AFM applications is the HertzSneddon model:
𝐹=

2 𝐸 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛼) 2
𝛿
𝜋 (1 − 𝜈 2 )

(12)

where  is the half opening angle of the tip. It describes the elastic indentation of a soft sample
by a stiff cone [47].
It is also possible to approximate the tip with a sharp pyramid. Bilodeau published one solution
of this case in [48]:
𝐹=

1.4906 𝐸 tan(𝛼) 2
𝛿
2 (1 − 𝜈 2 )

(13)

Another solution was published by Rico et al. [49] in the following form:
𝐹=

𝐸 tan(𝛼)
√2 (1 − 𝜈 2 )

𝛿2

(14)

Adding adhesion to the model
Although the Hertz-model is very useful, technically the adhesion forces are always present at
the contacting surfaces due to the intermolecular forces, electrostatic attractions, and the
capillary forces. Since they scale with the surface, in case of the contact of large objects, their
effect is negligible, but as the scale of the objects goes under micrometer or below, the surfaceto-volume ratio increases and the adhesion forces have an increasing role [45].
The DMT (Derjaguin-Müller-Toporov) model [49] is applied for a stiffer material with a
weaker, longer-range adhesion. In this case, the plus stress given by the adhesion force is not
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large enough to significantly modify the shape of the contact area relative to the Herz-model.
The presence of the adhesion increases the total loading force:
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐹𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑧

(15)

In practice, the 𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 can be determined from the force-curve and 𝐹𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑧 denotes one of the
Hertz-models according to the tip shape. The adhesion energy (𝑊𝑎𝑑ℎ ) can be determined based
on the Derjaguin approximation, Eq. 16, where 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective radius of the surfaces in
contact, in case of sphere-planar interaction, it is the radius of the sphere.
𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 2𝜋𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑎𝑑ℎ

(16)

The JKR (Johnson-Kendall-Roberts) model [50] describes the case when the adhesion force can
cause significant deformation around the contact area, involving an increased contact area
compared to what would be expected based on the Hertz-model (or the DMT model). It is the
case of a more compliant material having stronger, but shorter-range adhesion. In the JKR
model, the adhesion can be described as:
3
𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜋𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑎𝑑ℎ
2

(17)

DMT and JKR models can be applied at the two ends of a spectrum, which describes the
strength of the adhesion relative to the stiffness of the examined material. All cases between
them can be characterized by the Tabor parameter, which is defined in [51]. Fig. 7 shows the
relation between the Hertz, DMT and JKR models using normalized axis.

Figure 7. The relation between the Hertz, the DMT and the JKR models through the models constructed with
different values of Tabor parameter . Figure extracted from [50].

In this example, the DMT model is translated with -2 along the force axis relative to the Hertz
curve, while the JKR curve has a shift both along the force and the penetration axis too. Models
constructed with different values of Tabor parameter () are also presented. In 1992 Maugis
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published a theory that describes the transition between the JKR and DMT theory using
Dugdale model to characterize the attractive forces [52, 53]. This is known as MD (Maugis–
Dugdale) model in the literature.

2.6 Problems associated with force-curve evaluation
2.6.1 Spring constant calibration
The value of spring constant (k) plays a prominent role in the following three aspects:
I.

k is used to determine the Young’s modulus from the fitting parameter (i.e. it transforms
the deflection to the force through Hook’s law);

II.

k has to be chosen appropriately to the elasticity of the sample to get a reliable pointspectroscopy curve.

In this chapter, the first effect will be investigated, the second one will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 4.3. As it was presented in Chapter 2.5, the calculated Young’s modulus linearly
depends on the spring constant. The problem is that the k value of a given cantilever can vary
in a wide range. As an illustration, the next table contains different types of cantilevers from
different manufacturers with their nominal k constant and also the range where it can vary
according to the datasheets.
Table 3. Range of the spring constant according to the manufacturer datasheet of probes with 5 N/m nominal
spring constant produced by different manufacturers

AFM probe type

ART D160
Tap150Al-G
RTESPAW150
SHR150
HQ:NSC14/Al BS

Spring constant
min
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.8

[N/m]
nominal
5

max
12.5
15
10
15
13

[%]
range as percentage
36-250
30-300
30-200
30-300
36-260

As it can be seen the k in the real-life vary between 30-300 % of the nominal value. Which
means that the calculated value of the Young’s modulus changes with the same uncertainty
factor. The source of this problem is based on the manufacturing method of the cantilever. Most
of the cantilever is made from SiN or Si. The fabrication process uses similar steps like MEMS
or semiconductor manufacturing technology. Even slight deviations in the probe geometry
during the microfabrication process could lead to a variance in the dynamic characteristics of
the cantilever.
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The most commonly used method to determine the spring constant of the cantilever are the
following:


Using a reference cantilever;



Sader method;



Thermal tuning method;



Added mass method.

Reference lever method
This method uses a reference cantilever with known spring constant, which has to be close to
the expected spring constant of the test lever. To establish the spring constant of the test
cantilever, at least two force-curve measurements are needed. One occurs on a hard surface
with the test cantilever, which can be considered as an optical lever sensitivity calibration (see
Chapter 2.6.2.). The other one is on the end of the reference cantilever (see Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the point-spectroscopy measurement on the reference cantilever (left) and the
obtained curve with a point-spectroscopy curve performed on a stiff material (right) based on [54].

Using Hook’s law and the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation, the desired spring constant can be
obtained from Eq. 15, where 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝐿 is the spring constant and the length of the reference
lever, respectively, 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 is the distance of the loading point from the end of the reference
cantilever, 𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓 and 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 are the slopes of the force curves, first belongs to the measured one
on a hard surface, second belongs to the measurement on the reference lever. 𝜃 is the tilt angle
of the test cantilever.
𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝐿
𝑘𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
)(
− 1) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
𝐿 − 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓

(18)
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The publications report very different amounts of the error. In [55] the estimated relative error
is around 20 %, while in [56] is around 11 %. In [54] they used more reference cantilevers and
thus their obtained error is less than 2 %.
The drawbacks of this method (based on my personal experiences) are that the precise
determination of the 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 is difficult, the reference levers are not accessible with adequately
close spring constants, they are quite expensive and both the reference lever and the cantilever
can easily be damaged during the calibration. Also stick or slip motion can occur which can
affect the results [57].
Sader method
Another method to determine the spring constant is termed Sader method. It is also referred to
as the geometrical method because it is based on the precise knowledge of the geometrical
parameters of the cantilever. This method was published in 1999 by Sader at al. [58], and it
uses Eq. 19, where  is the density of the medium around the cantilever, 𝑏 and 𝐿 are,
respectively the width and the length of the cantilever; 𝑄 is the quality factor and 𝜔 is the radiant
resonant frequency; both are determined by the resonant curve of the cantilever in medium. i
is the complex part of the hydrodynamic function. 𝛤 was introduced by Sader in [59]. More
information regarding the hydrodynamic function can be found in the Appendix.
𝑘 = 0.1906𝜌𝑏 2 𝐿𝑄𝜔2 Γ𝑖 (𝜔, 𝑏)

(19)

The main advantages of this method are its simplicity to use and the non-destructivity (there is
no tip-sample contact). The disadvantage is that it is very hard to get the precise value of the
required tip’s parameters. According to the datasheet of the manufacturer, the precision of the
length parameter (𝐿) is 8 % and in case of the width (𝑏) it is 20 %. More precise
measurements in laboratory is hardly possible using a simple microscope, an electron
microscope is needed. This carries the risk of harming the probe during the transportation or
the fixation of the tip, and means much trouble for a simple calibration.
It is clear that the error of the spring constant linearly depends on the length of the cantilever,
but due to the complicated form of the gamma function, the effect of the error of other probe
parameters – namely the width (𝑏) and the resonant frequency (𝜔) – requires simulation. I made
this simulation in Mathematica with the following parameters, which were chosen for the most
frequently used type of probe in my measurements. A silicon nitride tip with 5 N/m nominal
spring constant was studied. The density of the silicon nitride was regarded as 3170 kg/m3, the
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dynamic viscosity of the air was 1.844 × 10-5 kg/(ms), based on my measurements, the quality
factor was estimated 150. The length of the cantilever was taken 125 m, and the parameter
width and frequency varied between 20 m – 30 m and 75 kHz – 225 kHz, respectively, as it
is the worst scenario in the datasheets. Using the nominal width 25 nm and the nominal
resonance frequency 150 kHz, the simulation gives 4.86 N/m spring constant. It can be seen
that the spring constant strongly depends on the resonance frequency. However, the resonant
frequency can be measured relatively precisely (if the sensitivity factor is known), but it can be
shifted if the mass changes due to some contamination or in case of some damage of the tip.
Although the variation of the width has a smaller impact, Fig. 9 shows that the effect of the
different error sources can be easily increased.

Figure 9. The sensitivity of the spring constant determined by Sader method to the uncertainty of the cantilever
width and the resonance frequency. The nominal spring constant of the simulated tip was 5 N/m and according to
the datasheet the cantilever width changes between 20 m - 30 m, and the frequency between 75 kHz - 225 kHz.

This method is applicable while the Q >> 1 what is automatically true in air, but it can be
problematic in a high-density fluid. Furthermore, many cantilevers are coated at their backside
with aluminum or gold to enhance the reflectivity properties and make it easier and more precise
the detection of the laser beam. Since the Sader method is inferred from theoretical estimates,
it neglects the possibility of variation in the force constants of individual springs due to
structural defects and variations in the lever geometry and composition [60].
Thermal tuning method
The procedure referred to as Thermal Tune method is a non-destructive method based on the
determination of the power spectral density of the vibrating cantilever. The energy of the
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fluctuation comes from the natural environment of the cantilever, mainly from the random
collision of the particles of the ambient air or the encompassing liquid.
The idea behind this model is that if the tip is far from the sample, its motion is due only to
thermal fluctuations [61]. The experimental configuration – the tip far from the sample – is
modeled as a sphere with radius R and mass m suspended on a spring with spring constant k
(see Fig. 10.), considered as a harmonic oscillator. In equilibrium with the surroundings, the
only motion will be some fluctuations due to the thermal noise.

Figure 10. Spring-mass model of the tip-cantilever assembly with the Hamilton equation of the motion.

The Hamiltonian of this system (a harmonic oscillator) is well known (see Fig. 10). The
𝑘

resonant angular frequency of the system can be written as 𝜛 2 = 𝑚. By the equipartition
1

theorem, the 2 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 amount of energy belongs to the average value of every quadratic term in
the Hamiltonian, where 𝑘𝐵 is the Bolzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. Therefor the k
spring constant can be expressed from
1
1
𝑘𝐵 𝑇 = 𝑘〈𝐷2 〉
2
2

(20)

where 〈𝐷2 〉 bracket denotes the average value of the square of the vertical deflection, which
can be obtained from the Lorentz fit to the frequency spectrum. However, the cantilever
deflection is measured with the optical lever technique at the end of the cantilever, thus the
measured average value of the square of the vertical deflection has to be corrected before we
use Eq. 20. Depending on which vibration mode of the cantilever is used, different correction
factors are needed to get valid value from the fit. For example, the correction factor used in
SPM software from JPK Instruments is 0.817 for the first peak based on the paper of Butt and
Jaschke [62].
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The advantages of this method that this is relatively fast, nondestructive and easy-to-use even
in liquid. Although there are some disadvantages, like the presence of other noise sources or
that a reliable signal processing method is required, which uses the deflection sensitivity or
InvOLS factor (see Chapter 2.6.2.). It is realistic to expect errors in the range of 10 – 20 %.
Furthermore, it is best suited to cantilevers with spring constant less than 1 N/m, since the
fluctuation is more significant in the case of soft cantilevers.
Added mass method
This method was published in 1992 by Cleveland at al. in [63]. According to this publication,
the spring constant can be determined by measuring the resonance frequency of the tip before
and after adding small mass to the end of the probe. It is necessary to use a well-characterized
particle as an added mass and position it at the very end of the tip. The uncertainties of the mass
and the position can arise the error of measurement. Other problems are that it is risky to damage
the tip and this method is also time-consuming. So it is hardly used as a routine calibration.
Consequences: Although there are more different methods to calibrate the spring constant, all
of them have significant problems. None of them can tell the precise value, 10-20% differences
can be expected. Furthermore, the data from different cantilevers can hardly be combined or
just with a great attentiveness; it is expedient to pick one particular method and use this
consistently for all tips, however, systematic errors can occur at the measured values, but then
these at least can be comparable. As the spring constant is linearly proportional to Young’s
modulus, its error basically limits the correctness of the calculated parameters. A solution can
be that some producers offer specific probes with a validated spring constant value, however,
they can be very expensive.
2.6.2 OLS calibration
The deflection of the cantilever cannot be directly measured in nanometer with AFM. However,
the precise knowledge of this value is the cornerstone of the determination of most of the
measurable values with AFM, like surface topography or the tip-sample interaction forces. It
was presented in Section 2. 2 that the greatest number of commercial AFMs use the opticallever technique to detect the deflection of the cantilever. Since this is the most commonly used
method, the same as in the case of my measurements, I will discuss in detail the calibration
method of this case.
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As it is presented in Fig. 11 the laser beam is reflected from the backside of the cantilever and
it is collected by a multi-segmented photodetector, which produces a voltage signal proportional
with the deflection. Therefore, it is necessary to find the proportional multiplicative factor in
nanometer/Volt to get the deflection in its natural unit, in nanometer. The proportional factor is
termed as inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) in the literature. It is the reciprocal of the
OLS (optical lever sensitivity). Many evaluation programs use the term deflection sensitivity,
which in some case means OLS [V/nm], other software refer to it as InvOLS [nm/V].
The common determination method is to perform a contact-mode point-spectroscopy
measurement on an ideally hard and flat sample, assuming that neither the sample nor the tip
becomes deformed under the loading force. Therefore, the amount of cantilever deflection will
equal to the piezo displacement during the process, as in Fig. 11. The slope of the obtained
curve is the OLS and its inverse is the sought conversion factor, the InvOLS.

Figure 11. Schemtatic illustration of the laser-reflection based method for determining the cantilever deflection
(left) and the measured signal during point-spectroscopy with a hard sample (right)

One drawback of this method, which is frequently mentioned in the publications that it can
easily damage the tip, especially if the tip has special functionalization, as when molecules or
carbon nanotubes are attached to the end of the tip. Furthermore many parameters can influence
the value of the InvOLS such as the geometry of the optical setup [16], the shape of the laser
spot [64], the medium of the measurement, the coating of the cantilever [65], possible
twist/rotation of the cantilever due to lateral forces, etc. During my PhD work, I pointed out
some other existing issues, such as the InvOLS dependence of the laser spot position or the
rotational effect of the cantilever (see in Chapter 4.4.). These parameters can change easily
between measurements or even during a single measurement.
Other alternative methods were published to determine InvOLS in a non-destructive way.
Tourek and Sundarajan developed a special tool [66] to avoid the contact between the tip and
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the surface: the cantilever is pushed to a sharpened tungsten wire at a point away from the tip.
With the correction of the contact point position from the tip, the InvOLS can be determined
by using the obtained force-curve. The differences of the measured values compared to the one
determined by the common method are under 12% [67].
Another approach was published in [68] where the thermal spectra was used to determine the
OLS. The disadvantages of this method that it requires the knowledge of the k spring constant.
2.6.3 Contact point determination
After having the converted deflection data in nanometer, it is necessary to find the exact starting
point of the indentation, i.e. the reference points of the axis. In the case of the deflection, when
the tip is far from the sample, the cantilever is considered to be force-free, however in practice
there can be a small deviation from the zero value. It is generally compensated by shifting the
starting linear to zero at the deflection axis. Finding the zero point at the axis of piezo position
is more difficult; however, it is a crucial parameter of the fitting since it has a great influence
to the obtained Young’s modulus. This point is called contact point (CP) in the literature. It is
the vertical position of the piezo where the applied force to the sample starts increasing and the
sample deformation starts. The difficulty to find algorithmically the point where the deflection
begins to increase depends on the force curve’s shape caused by the interaction between the tip
and the surface. According to the sample surface forces predicted by the different contact
mechanics models, Fig. 12 from [69] represents very well the possible cases with the shape of
the force-curves.
Although the Hertz case seems to be simpler, it is very problematic to determine the CP in
practice. Typically in the case of biological samples, the attractive part of the curve is missing,
and instead, the first part of the curve is straight. It was the subject of large number of studies
and even though several algorithms were presented for that case, like in [70-72], there is no
widely-accepted default method.
From the point of view of the CP determination, the DMT model gives the most definite case.
The minimum of the curve can be considered as the starting of the deformation. When the tip
touches the surface, the deflection of the cantilever is negative due to the adhesion forces. Rising
the sample stage, the deflection goes back to zero while the indentation of the sample assumed
to be already started (see Fig. 13). Thus, the sought first point of the fitting is the minimum
point of the curve.
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of the force-curves according to the Hertz, DMT, and JKR/ MD theories
estracted from [69]. The DMT and JKR/MD models predict negative forces at the contact point. d denotes the
cantilever deflection,  is the indentation depth, a is the contact area.
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In case of the JKR or MD model, the definition of the piezo coordinate belonging to the zero
indentation is also difficult, since the material can be “negatively” deformed (see Fig. 13), thus
the sought point is somewhere between the minimum point and the point of the zero cantilever
deflection in the curve.

Figure 13. Comparison of the indentations at different adhesion models. In case of DMT, the indentation is zero
at the point of contact (indicated by ○) and it is positive at zero cantilever deflection (indicated by ▲). The
indentation can be negative in the JKR or MD models (indicated by □) thus the zero indentation point belongs to
negative cantilever deflection (indicated by ◊). Figure source is [69].

The simplest way to define CP is the visual assessment, although, it can be time-consuming,
subjective and relatively hard to reproduce.
Numerically the indentation 𝛿 depth can be determined by Eq. 21, where 𝑧 is the measured
piezo position and 𝑑 is the measured cantilever deflection converted to length scale. The 𝑧0 is
the so-called contact point (CP) where the indentation starts (in JKR model is not the same as
the first point where the tip and the material make contact) and 𝑑0 is the deflection far from the
sample.
𝛿 = (𝑧 − 𝑧0 ) − InvOLS ∗ (𝑈 − 𝑈0 ) =
= (𝑧 − 𝑧0 ) − (𝑑 − 𝑑0 ) = 𝑍 − 𝐷

(21)

Technically, for the fitting, it is not necessary to calculate 𝛿, however, many evaluation software
do this, but it is critical to know the relative piezo motion (𝑍) and deflection (𝐷).
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2.6.4 Determination of the fitting range
The literature lacks the discussion of the end of the fitting range. However, it is well known that
the contact mechanics models are valid in the elastic range of the force-curve, there is no method
or practice to check whether the fitting was used in this range. This problem is more significant
when the fitting occurs on the Z(D) curve. In case of the 𝐹(𝛿) curve, being out of the elastic
zone is more explicit. However, using the Z(D) curve has a big advantage: the CP point can be
a fitting parameter and it does not have to be predetermined. Besides the InvOLS, the CP point
can highly affect the value of the 𝛿 and thus the obtained Young’s modulus, due to Eq. 22,
where 𝑧 is the measured absolute piezo position, 𝑧0 is the CP, 𝐷 is the relative deflection.
𝛿 = 𝑧 − 𝑧0 − 𝐷

(22)

Since the 𝛿 is on the order of few nanometers to few ten nanometers, the few nanometer error
in 𝑧0 can change even the character of the 𝐹(𝛿) curve, and the value of the Young’s modulus.
To avoid the predetermination of the CP point, for example in case of the Hertz-Sneddon model
(Eq. (12)), the Z(D) curve can be fitted with Eq. 23.
𝑧 = 𝑧0 + 𝐷 + √𝐷√

𝑘 𝜋 (1 − 𝜈 2 )
2 𝐸 𝑡𝑔(𝛼)

(23)

The difficulty of the precise determination of the Young’s modulus is that the transition between
the elastic and non-elastic parts of this curve is imperceptible. If the endpoint of the fitting is in
the non-elastic range, the fitting is also possible, but the coefficient of the term √𝐷 will decline
and the value of the E will increase rapidly.

Figure 14. The same measurement and different fittings using the endpoint marked by blue cirlce. However there
is a big difference in the obtained Young’s modulus from the fitting, the R-squared and the Root Mean Squared
Error of the fittings are very close.
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2.7 Conclusions and aims of work
We have seen that probably the most widely used parameter in AFM micromechanical property
mapping is the Young’s modulus, since its measurement is based on the rather simple contactmode point-spectroscopy method, which is feasible with any basic microscope, without any
special hardware or software requirements. However, the reliability of the obtained Young’s
modulus highly depends on the measurement and evaluation of the force-curves (or deflectioncurves) and on several crucial parameters, which have to be chosen and set by the user during
measurement and evaluation (fitting a contact mechanical model on the obtained curves). These
factors are the spring constant and sensitivity of the cantilever, the geometrical properties of the
tip, the selected model for fitting, and also, the range (starting and endpoint) of the fitting.
Although the role of these parameters is mostly widely known, several aspects of their selection
is often neglected in the literature. In my work (presented in the next chapters) three major areas
will be addressed in particular.
1) Fitting boundaries. The Young’s modulus can be calculated from the measured force-curve
by fitting a contact mechanical model to the data. These mechanical models, which describe
the tip-sample interactions (e.g. Hertzian, DMT (Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov), JKR (JohnsonKendall-Roberts), etc.) are well-known and was discussed in Chapter 2.5. All of these models
are valid for elastic deformation, which one to choose depends on the assumed shape of the tip,
the medium of the measurements, or the adhesion behavior of the material. A sometimes even
more important question is the proper selection of the fitting boundaries, e.g. the starting and
endpoint of the data to work with. Even though there exist several methods to establish the
starting point for fitting, as the first point of the relevant part of the measured force-curve [7075], there is no established method to determine the endpoint of the elastic region. As it will be
demonstrate in Chapter 4.2.3, depending on the relation between the spring constant of the
cantilever and the elastic properties of the sample, not all parts of the obtained force-curve are
characteristic for the sample deformation. Thus the improper selection of the end-point of the
fitting (relevant range) could also introduce a significant error in the determined Young’s
modulus.
2) The proper spring constant for the investigated sample. One of the most important
parameters of the probe is the spring constant of the cantilever, since it directly determines the
measured and exerted forces. The proper determination of the spring constant alone is an
important and complex problem, but also many methods and solutions exist for this purpose
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[58-68, 76]. It can be easily proved, that the selection of the proper spring constant for the
investigated sample is also a key issue. If the spring constant is too small compared to the
sample, the cantilever will deflect without indentation (sample deformation). If the cantilever
is too stiff, the sample could be deformed (or even damaged) without the deflection of the
cantilever. Besides these trivial cases, I will demonstrate that selecting a “well-matched”
cantilever, relative to the elasticity of the material, is essential for obtaining a reliable Young’s
modulus.
3) Lever sensitivity. Most commercial AFMs use an optical method to detect the deflection of
the cantilever. A laser spot reflects from the back-side of the cantilever into a position-sensitive
photodetector (PSPD), which yields a signal corresponding to the tip/surface interactions. To
convert the electrical signal of the detector into metric cantilever deflection, the so-called
deflection inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) in [nm/V] is required, thus for every AFM
measurement, the first step is to obtain the InvOLS. The traditional way of measuring the
InvOLS is to make point-spectroscopy on an ideally hard and flat surface – e.g. on a silicon
wafer – before the actual measurements. This determined sensitivity will be used for the scaling
of the obtained data. The drawback of this method is that the actual InvOLS can vary between
each measurement due to several reasons listed in Chapter 2.6.2. These effects on the actual
value of InvOLS could impose a significant added deviation on the calculated Young’s modulus
values.
The aim of my work connects all of these three points, namely, to propose a method, which
helps both in the proper selection of the fitting range, in the selection of the proper spring
constant for the sample and also to provide a way to adaptively calibrate InvOLS for the actual
measurement. For this, it will be demonstrated that the measured force-curves can be classified,
depending on the relation between the cantilever stiffness and sample elasticity, and that the
region in the force-curve, which is characteristic to only the elastic deformation of the sample
can be successfully distinguished.
To prove the above mentioned points, samples with a wide range of elastic properties (e.g. 3-4
orders of magnitude in the Young’s modulus) are needed to be tested. For this purpose
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) samples irradiated by proton beam with different fluences were
used as a model material system. The developed methods were also tested on Ge28Se72
chalcogenide thin films irradiated with electron and laser beams. The next chapter gives the
details of material preparation and experimental techniques.
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3. Experimental
3.1 Sample preparation
3.1.1 Irradiated PDMS
The PDMS polymer samples were made using Sylgard 184 elastomer kit from Dow Corning
[77].

The

hydrosilylation

reaction

between

the

base

polymer

(vinyl-terminated

poly(dimethylsiloxane), average Mn ~ 125000, viscosity ~ 4500 cSt) and the curing agent
(vulcanizer, contains a platinum catalyst, dimethyl-methyl-hydrogen-siloxane cross-linker and
a tetramethyl-tetravinyl-cyclotretrasiloxane inhibitor) results in the cross-linking of the polymer
chains to form the commonly used silicone elastomer. The silicone pre-polymer and the curing
agent were thoroughly mixed in the recommended ratio of 10:1 and placed in ultrasonic bath
for 5 minutes to remove the formed bubbles. Then the pre-polymer was poured in a Petri dish
and cured for 20 min at a temperature of 100 °C and allowed to finish curing overnight at room
temperature. After curing, the PDMS polymer (about 2 mm thick) was cut to 2.5 cm diameter
discs. The density of the PDMS samples prepared this way was determined with pycnometer,
it is ~1.011 gcm-3, as it was measured in our earlier work of Huszánk et al. [78]. The ion
irradiations were done on these polymer disks. SRIM [79] calculations showed that the
penetration depth for 2 MeV protons is ~81 m in the polymer [L3].
For the irradiation of the PDMS high energy H+ ions were produced by a 5 MV single ended
Van de Graaff accelerator at the facility in HAS-ATOMKI, Debrecen, Hungary. The schematic
view of the irradiation chamber can be seen in the previous work of Huszánk et al. [80]. The
target chamber is isolated, allowing the measurement of absolute current and charge [81]. The
irradiations were done in high vacuum environment. The beam size was 5 mm in diameter, and
it was made homogeneous using a collimator system and a 0.51 µm thin Ni foil. The energy of
the protons bombarding the sample was 2 MeV, the beam current was about ~ 15 nA.
The PDMS samples were irradiated with various fluences between 1.49×1013 ions/cm2 and
1.25×1016 ions/cm2.
3.1.2 Irradiated chalcogenides
GexSe100-x (x = 28, 33 and 40) were selected from Ge-Se systems for thin layer preparation. The
samples were thermally evaporated on glass substrates covered by a conductive layer of indium
tin oxide (ITO) in vacuum. The composition of samples was controlled by energy dispersive
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X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements (Hitachi S-4300 CFE), their thickness as well as the
surface roughness and topology of the recorded reliefs were measured by an Ambios XP-1
profilometer and, in more detail, by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Hitachi S-4300
CFE).
A holographic recording was made by polarized laser beams (H DPSS laser, λ = 532 nm, output
power P = 27 mW). As a result of it, a grating with 7 µm period was created. In this way the
simplest surface structures – holograms, diffraction gratings – were recorded with a setup on a
Newport table, by two interfering laser beams, usually at p-p polarization conditions with
additional s-polarized illumination for enhancement of the recording process [82]. Besides of
the light, electron beam was used to create surface structures. An acceleration voltage of 30 kV,
and 10 nA specimen current were used to irradiate the samples. Multiple line scans by e-beam
focused to the spot of 50-70 nm diameter were performed on each sample for increasing periods
of time, i.e. with increasing total exposure.

3.2 AFM instrumentation
A Veeco diInnova type atomic force microscope (AFM) was used for all presented experiments.
AFM topography measurements on the irradiated PDMS samples were done in contact mode,
using a Bruker DNP-10 tip (spring constant: 0.06 N/m). Surface roughness values (Sa, SRMS)
and skewness (Ssk) were calculated based on 2 × 2 m2 three topography images measured at
different areas. The topography images were evaluated by calculating the surface roughness
and skewness parameters defined by the ISO 25178-2 (2012) standard. Force-curves on the
same samples were obtained by performing contact-mode point-spectroscopy with either an
ART D160 diamond probe or a Bruker SCM-PIC silicon-nitride probe. The nominal values of
the tip were used for the subsequent calculations, namely the spring constants (k) were
considered to be 5 N/m for the ART D160 and 0.2 N/m for the SCM-PIC probes, and 10 degree
was used as the half opening angle of the tips (α). The Poisson-ratio of the PDMS was  = 0.5
based on [83]. For every irradiated sample, 10 force curves were obtained at the center of the
irradiated area. The average distance between the measurement locations was 2-3 µm.
For investigating the GeSe chalcogenides Budget Sensors Tap 150 Al-G probes were used with
9 N/m for spring constant, which was measured by thermal tune process using a Dimension
Icon (Bruker) microscope (at the Department of Atomic Physics). The tip radius was estimated
as 20 nm.
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The obtained AFM images were post-processed with the Gwyddion 2.36 software [84]. Only
standard background correction was applied on the images to remove piezo movement and
sample tilt effects.

3.3 Software development
For the evaluation of the obtained contact-mode point-spectroscopy dataset, a custom software
was developed in Wolfram Mathematica. In the investigated cases, the curves have a clear
minimum point and the DMT model was used on the approaching curve. However, the software
can easily be modified to use the retract curve, or to use another fitting model.
The program executes the following main steps (see the program code in the appendix):
a. ) Opening and plotting the selected raw data of the point-spectroscopy measurement, i.e.
the deflection signal – piezo position data from a computer folder.
b. ) Fitting a linear to the first horizontal straight part of the curve, which belongs
theoretically to the force-free position of the cantilever, and subtract this baseline from
the deflection coordinates.
c. ) Next step is the determination of the InvOLS and the separation of the elastic part of the
curve from the non-elastic region. For this, the program plots the slope values based on
Eq. 29 and Eq. 26 (in Chapter 4.2.2). The determination methods of the InvOLS and the
endpoint of the fitting from the obtained plot is discussed in Chapters 4.4.4 and 4.2.3,
respectively.
d. ) Rescaling the deflection axis from voltage to metric length, by using the obtained
InvOLS.
e. ) Identifying the fitting region: the minimum point of the curve and the approximated end
of the elastic region are marked in the program, but the actual fitting borders can be
specified by the user. For this, the calculated slope of the force-curve also helps the user.
f. ) Fitting: Using the DMT model in our case means that the CP (contact point) is the
minimum of the curve and the term of 𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 can be determined by using 𝑑(𝐶𝑃) as
the zero-point of the deflection axis. Thus, the 𝐷 = 𝑑 − 𝑑(𝐶𝑃) values are used in a
chosen Hertz model according to the tip shape. In most of the cases, the Hertz-Sneddon
model was used with the following arguments and form like in Eq. 23:
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𝑧 = 𝑧(𝐶𝑃) + 𝐷 + √𝐷√

𝑘 𝜋 (1 − 𝜈 2 )
2 𝐸 𝑡𝑔(𝛼)

(24)

The obtained fitting parameter from Eq. 23 and the calculation of Young’s modulus
from this are the followings:
𝑘 𝜋 (1 − 𝜈 2 )
𝐴=√
2 𝐸 𝑡𝑔(𝛼)

𝑘 𝜋 (1 − 𝜈 2 ) 1
→ 𝐸=
2 𝑡𝑔(𝛼) 𝐴2

(25)

The program can be easily customized to use other models or to regard 𝑧(𝐶𝑃) as a fitting
parameter too.
g. ) To determine the elastic modulus the program requires the appropriate values from the
user for the parameters 𝑘, 𝛼 and 𝜈. The program prints in real-time the calculated
Young’s modulus as the user moves the fitting borders. For the investigation and
comparison of more measurements (curves), the obtained data can be appended and
saved in an Excel file. Moreover, every type of the curves (raw data, rescaled and
transformed data, slopes. etc.) can be saved for further analysis.
The program code with the presented model can be found in the Appendix. Figure 15 shows a
screenshot of the running program.
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Figure 15: A screenshot from the custom-developed software for force-curve fitting. The main parts of the
software are the following: Top-left corner: file selection and input parameter definition. Top right: selection of
the baseline. Middle-row: the slope of the force-curve, as later defined in Chapter 4.2.2. Bottom-left: selection of
the fitting boundaries. Bottom-right: the fitted model on the force-curve. Bottom: input variables and calculated
output parameters.
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4. Results and Discussion
The aim of the upcoming chapters is to address the questions raised in Chapter 2.7 and to answer
the discussed problems of AFM force-curve evaluation. Namely, a solution for 1) proper
InvOLS calibration, 2) fitting boundary identification and 3) optimal spring constant selection
for the sample will be presented. The proposed methods and the underlying theory behind them
will be discussed through the example of an investigated materials system, PDMS polymers
irradiated by a proton beams with different fluences, which has several important advantages:
 The elasticity of PDMS can be controlled in a wide range (four orders of magnitude)
with ion beam irradiation.
 The surface of the samples is homogenous in material composition, there is no oxide
layer on the sample surface.
 Since based on calculations, the penetration depth of the protons is much larger
(~81 m), than the indentation depth during our measurements, we can assume, that the
elastic properties are also homogeneous in the normal direction.
 The obtained point-spectroscopy curves have well-defined minimum point, which can
be considered as the CP, thus it is possible to focus our attention to the issues of the end
point selection only.
Thus firstly the properties of the irradiated PDMS samples will be investigated in the first subchapter (4.1). The proposed theory for force-curve classification and fitting boundary
identification (4.2) and the proposed methods for spring constant matching (4.3) and InvOLS
calibration (4.4) will follow. Finally, the proposed methods are demonstrated on an independent
material system, namely on light and electron beam irradiated Ge28Se72 chalcogenides.

4.1 Investigation of the irradiated PDMS samples
PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) is a silicone-based organic polymer, its chemical structure is
based on a siloxane main chain (-Si-O-Si-) with methyl side groups (-CH3), in other words,
CH3[Si(CH3)2O]nSi(CH3)3, where n is the number of repeating monomer (Fig. 16). PDMS is
optically clear, hydrophobic, non-toxic, and non-flammable. This material is often applied for
the fabrication of micro- and nanoscale devices, such as Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS), lab-on-a-chip (LoC) or microfluidic devices [85-90].
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Figure 15. The chemical structure of the PDMS [91]

PDMS elastomers are also widely used in industry or in domestic applications, among others,
as sealants, insulators, coatings, and adhesives. Because of their outstanding thermal and
electrical stability, their usage has appeared in the aerospace industry, as well. However, PDMS
also has some significant limitations, for instance, poor chemical compatibility (non-polar
solvents cause swelling), low hardness and low Young’s modulus, which prevents the creation
of e.g. high aspect ratio microstructures. Although this material is chemically and thermally
highly inert and stable, its sensitivity against ionizing radiation is extremely high. Ionizing
radiations (ions, protons, electron, X-ray, gamma-ray, UV) cause significant chemical changes
and fast degradation in PDMS [92-97]. During the degradation process, the detachment of
methyl side groups take place, which finally leads to the formation of an inorganic, silica-like
final product, which consists of SiOx (the silicon atom bonded to three or four oxygen atoms)
[98]. The formed glassy material causes extreme increase in the elastic modulus of the polymer,
which can be very desirable for some applications (e.g. in the research of microfluidic devices,
or to create glassy coatings, etc.) or sometimes undesirable (e.g. when applied as a sealant).
Irradiating this polymer with protons will initiate cross-linking process without significantly
affecting the main Si-O-Si chain [93, 95], while the degree of cross-linking is related to the
proton fluence. This ability can be utilized to use this polymer as resist material for Proton
Beam Writing (PBW) technique to create microstructures with tunable physicochemical
properties [80, 98-100], e.g. PDMS micropillar arrays, for a large variety of applications [101104]. At the irradiated areas the adhesion [80, 105] and the refractive index [106] of the PDMS
change as well. Besides, in many microfluidic applications, the aspect ratio of PDMS structures
created by molding and casting method is very limited because of the low Young’s modulus of
the elastomer made with the commercial cross-linker. With ion lithography methods, the
Young’s modulus, and so the aspect ratio of the structures can be significantly increased [100],
thus enabling advanced applications of this material [85, 86].
The group of Róbert Huszánk Ph.D., from the HAS-ATOMKI, Laboratory of Ion Beam Physics
provided remarkable contributions both in the study, preparation and application of ion beam
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irradiated advanced PDMS systems [78, 80, 93, 95, 100, 104, 106]. They approached us in 2016
and expressed their need for a method, with which the elastic properties of their proton beam
irradiated samples could be measured. Then based their work on a previous research, where an
electron beam was used to modify the surface elastic properties of the PDMS [85]. The task
was not trivial, since the expected range of elastic modulus to be measured was four orders of
magnitude, and also the small thickness of the irradiated PDMS layer (~81 m, previously
determined by modelling [79]) ruled out classical methods. Since at that time I was already
working on the developing/advancing AFM force-curve evaluation methods, this material
system was perfect for my goals as well.
From our cooperation a paper was published in 2018 [L3], which thoroughly investigates the
effects of ion beam irradiation on the elastic and surface properties, nanostructure and the
chemical changes of the PDMS polymer, as a function of the ion fluence (between 1.49x1013
ions/cm2 and 1.25×1016 ions/cm2), induced a by 2.0 MeV proton beam. Here I will only focus
on the aspects which are necessary to understand the subsequent theory and methods regarding
force-curve evaluation. As we will see later, the local topography of the surface can affect the
point-spectroscopy measurement, thus first the surfaces of the irradiated samples have to be
investigated.
Fig. 17 presents 2 × 2 m2 contact-mode topography images made on the irradiated samples,
while Fig. 18/left shows the surface roughness (Sa, SRMS) values, which were calculated based
on them.

Figure 17. Contact-mode AFM topography images measured on the samples. Scan size: 2 × 2 m2.
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It can be seen on the AFM images, that the surface of the irradiated samples can be considered
rather smooth. Although the roughness of the surface increases with the irradiation dose
(Fig. 18) it stays in the 0.6-1.4 nm range for all of the samples. The min-max height is also
small, stays between 3.8-8.3 nm.

Figure 18. The measured surface roughness values (Sa, SRMS) (left) and the measured skewness values (Ssk) in
function of proton fluence (right), calculated on three to four 2 × 2 m2 images for each sample.

Besides, it is interesting to observe that the initially sharp surface features are gradually replaced
with small grains, which became more pronounced above 100 C/cm2. The changes in the
surface features can also be observed through the changes in the skewness values (Fig. 18/right),
calculated on the same topography images, and presented in Fig 17. By studying these results,
it can be seen, that initially at small doses of irradiation the surface is balanced (small positive
skewness). Around 50-100 C/cm2 pits become dominant on the surface (see the AFM images
of Fig. 17), which shifts the skewness to negative values, and also starts to increase the
roughness. The appearance of the grains around and above 100 C/cm2 initially balances the
small negative skew introduced by the appearance of pits. As the grains become more
pronounced, both the skewness and the roughness increase.
Although the surface nanostructure visible changes due to the proton irradiation, this generally
smooth and homogenous surface can be considered ideal for AFM point-spectroscopy
measurements. Please note that the measured surface roughness of 0.6-1.4 nm is much smaller
than the estimated radius of the AFM tip, which is around 20 nm. Thus we can assume that the
local nanostructure will not affect the point-spectroscopy measurements significantly.
Fig. 19 presents the deflection-curves measured by performing contact-mode pointspectroscopy on the PDMS samples. The Young’s modulus values, shown in Fig. 20, were
calculated by fitting Eq. 24 to these curves. The gradual increase in the elastic modulus of the
samples is reflected through the shape of the deflection-curves in Fig. 19, which became more
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linear and crowded for the higher irradiation fluences. In this range the curves are also harder
to be distinguished from each other. In Fig. 20 it can be seen that the Young’s modulus starts
to saturate at 6.23×1014 ions/cm2. The reference PDMS surface was measured at the edge of the
sample with the lowest irradiation, outside the irradiated area. In comparison we can see, that
the Young’s modulus could be increased with the proton irradiation by around four orders of
magnitude (22 GPa compared to the ~4 MPa of the reference area), in a controlled fashion, thus
these samples could be used for our purposes to investigate and optimize deflection-curve
fitting on a wide range of elasticity.

Figure 19. AFM deflection-curves (cantilever deflection vs. piezo position) measured on the H+ irradiated and
reference (non-irradiated) samples . Ten curves were obtained for each sample with an ART D160 diamond tip (k
= 5 N/m), at different positions.

Figure 20. The obtained Young’s modulus values, in function of the applied H + fluence. The softer samples were
measured with two types of cantilevers (k = 5 N/m and 0.2 N/m). The averages and standard deviations were
calculated for ten deflection-curves.
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By comparing the measured hardness values with the previously presented topography and
surface roughness it can be said, that above 10 GPa (~100 C/cm2) the increased hardness is
accompanied by strong grain formation and significant increase in the surface roughness
(around 1.5-2 fold).
It has to be noted, that the samples in the smaller fluence region were also measured with a
0.2 N/m probe as it is marked with red in Fig. 20, and their resulting Young’s modulus values
differ significantly from the one measured with the 5 N/m probe. Both sets of force-curves were
obtained with the same protocol and evaluated with the same method, so how can one decide
which values are correct?
The reason for this variance is the exclusive applicability of probes with different stiffness. The
applicability of a probe with a given spring constant for a given sample is influenced by a
complex set of parameters. These influences will be discussed in the following chapters in
detail. To be able to assess which set of force-curves (measured with probes of different spring
constant) can be accepted as correct, first we need to ‘dissect’ the force-curves, analyze them
and see if we can find any characteristic properties based on which it would be possible to
classify them. The following chapter presents the key to determine whether a measured forcecurve contains enough information regarding the elasticity of the sample, to be suitable for
contact-mechanic model fitting and Young’s modulus calculation.

4.2 Classification of the force-curves
4.2.1 The relation between k and E
The proposed method for spring constant matching and fitting boundary identification is based
on the observation that the obtained deflection-curves fall into three characteristic categories,
distinguishable by the relation between the stiffness of the probe and the elastic properties of
the sample, quantified by the spring constant of the cantilever (k) for the former and the Young’s
modulus (E) for the latter. These three characteristic cases are demonstrated in Fig. 21. All three
deflection-curves (top row) were obtained with the same tip (ART D160 diamond tip,
k = 5 N/m) on the PDMS samples, with irradiation fluences of 0 (reference), 1.87×1014 ions/cm2
and 1.87×1015 ions/cm2, respectively. To highlight the differences in the range of deflection and
piezo movement, owing to the large differences in the elasticity of the samples, Fig. 22 shows
the three curves together.
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Figure 21. Illustration of the three distinct cases of deflection-curves, depending on the relation of the sample’s
elastic properties (Young’s modulus, E) and the spring constant of the probe (k). Top-row: cantilever deflection
vs. piezo position (deflection-curves). Middle-row: the slope of the deflection-curves, obtained by the method
elaborated in Chapter 4.2.2 and based on Eq. 27. Bottom-row: the relative differences in the calculated Young’s
modulus, considering the red dot as the reference endpoint position for fitting the model. Fluences: left: 0
(reference); middle: 1.87×1014 ions/cm2; right: 1.87×1015 ions/cm2. Determined Young’s modulus: left: 4.46 MPa,
middle: 2.5 GPa, right: 21.87 GPa.

The middle row of Fig. 21 presents the slope of the deflection-curves. The details of their
calculation will be discussed in the next chapter, 4.2.2. The bottom row shows the relative
differences in the calculated Young’s modulus, in the function of the selected end-point for the
model fitting, considering the red dot as the reference point (100%) for fitting the model. The
characteristic differences between the three cases become apparent by looking at the calculated
slope of the deflection-curves. In this row, the curves are already scaled with a predefined
InvOLS. Thus, measuring a likewise hard sample (Fig. 21 right column, E >> k) will result in
a slope close to 1. Measuring a sufficiently soft sample (Fig. 21 left, E << k), which can deform
under the probe, results in a steepening deflection-curve, where the slope gradually increases
with the indentation depth. This domain characterizes the elastic deformation of the sample and
could be considered as a ‘textbook’ case for contact mechanics model fitting. The important
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thing to note is that an intermediate domain exists, where the slope of the deflection-curve
saturates and reaches a clearly distinguishable plateau (middle column of Fig. 21, E ~ k). This
type of deflection-curves characterizes the transition from an initially dominant elastic
deformation of the sample to a later more dominant deflection of the cantilever. The reason for
the appearance of this plateau is, that by increasing the indentation depth of the tip, both the
exerted force and sample deformation increases, but the due to the non-ideally linear elastic
nature of the sample, the caused deformation per unit force decreases with depth (end of the
elastic region), and thus the force causes the cantilever to deflect. The start of the plateau
indicates the end of the region, where the fitted elastic deformation model is valid, as confirmed
by the obtained relative Young’s modulus values, presented in the bottom row of Fig. 21.

Figure 22. Point-spectroscopy curves of three PDMS samples with irradiation fluences of 0 (blue, Soft sample),
1.87×1014 ions/cm2 (black, Well-matched case) and 1.87×1015 ions/cm2 (green, Hard sample). These curves were
used to demonstrate the different characteristic category of the point-spectroscopy curves in Fig. 21. To emphasize
the significantly different deflection and piezo movement range, the same red dots are presented here as in Fig. 21.

The red dot in the figures indicates the reference point (100 %), which was used for the relative
modulus calculations (the starting point of the fit, was always the first point of the dataset). As
can be seen, if we stay in the elastic region (soft samples, left column) the obtained elastic
modulus values are only slightly depending on the selection of the end-point, the error is in the
acceptable ±5 % range. For the intermediate domain (middle column) the obtained values are
only reliable while the end-point is selected in the vicinity of the transition region, before the
plateau. Choosing the end-point out of the elastic region can cause significant error in the value
of determined Young’s modulus. By using an ‘end-to-end’ fitting for this curve, which includes
the plateau, it is possible to introduce relative errors as high as 20 % during the determination
of the elastic modulus. For hard samples (right column) the obtained values are linearly
depending on the end-point, the fit is completely unreliable since the fitted elastic model is not
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applicable in this region (the curve characterizes the deformation of the cantilever, not the
sample). This answers why the softer probe (with 0.2 N/m) was not used for higher fluences in
Fig. 20, and also indicates, that the results measured with the stiffer probe (5 N/m) are also
unreliable above 1.87×1015 ions/cm2 fluence. The selection of the proper spring constant will
be further discussed in chapter 4.3, for now let us focus on the separation of the different regions
of the force-curves.
It has to be emphasized that the end of the elastic region (and thus its distinction from the part
which is characteristic only to the cantilever’s deflection) is not definitely visible in the
measured force-curves without calculating the slope of curve, as confirmed by Fig. 22.
Conclusively, the main messages of Fig. 21 are the following:
1) The deflection-curves can be classified into three categories, based on the relation between
the elastic properties of the sample and cantilever.
2) The characteristic regions of the curves can be identified by calculating the slope of the
deflection curve, based on which the border of the elastic-deformation region can be identified.
3) The inclusion of the region in the fitting, which dominantly characterizes the deflection of
the cantilever (and not the sample), can increase the error of the determined elastic modulus
significantly. These statements will be further elaborated in the next sections.
4.2.2 The determination of the slope
In order to distinguish between the two dominant regions of the deflection-curve, several
methods could be used, which all rely on the estimation of the derivative of the deflectioncurve. Up until now this derived curve was referred to as ‘slope of the deflection-curve’, now
the aim of this section is to investigate and compare these the mathematical solutions for the
calculation of this slope. For this, the deflection-curve of Fig. 23 will be evaluated (measured
on the PDMS sample irradiated with 1.87×1014 ions/cm2), which is identical to the one in Fig.
21 middle column, but without scaling with InvOLS (e.g. the deflection is given in the measured
voltage).
The simplest approach would be the numerical differentiation of the curve, based on Eq. 26. In
this case the slope (Si) is practically the symmetric difference quotient of the deflection curve
(D(z)), where i is the actual point, and h  1 is an integer.
𝑆𝑖 =

𝐷𝑖+ℎ − 𝐷𝑖−ℎ
𝑧𝑖+ℎ − 𝑧𝑖−ℎ

(26)
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Figure 23. Deflection-curve of a PDMS sample irradiated with 1.87×10 14 ions/cm2 fluence and measured with a
k = 5 N/m cantilever. The red curve is a linear fit on the last 10 points of the curve. The dashed line separates the
two areas where the sample deformation or the cantilever deflection is dominant.

As it can be seen on Fig. 24/left, this approach is very sensitive to any possible noise in the
force curve. It has to be kept in mind, that the main objective of the transformation is to identify
the region, where only the deflection of the cantilever dominates and thus in this region the
derivative of the curve should be constant.

Figure 24. The slope of the deflection-curve presented in Fig. 23, calculated based on Eq. 26 on the left (numerical
differentiation) and Eq. (30) on the right (moving window linear fit based on minimized square error).

Another simple solution would be the calculation of the difference quotients between the last
point of the deflection-curve and the actual point (Eq. 27, where n is the index of the last point),
in other words calculate the slope of the linear determined by the end point and 𝑖 th point of the
curve.
𝑆𝑖 =

𝐷𝑛 − 𝐷𝑖
𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑖

(27)
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Figure 25. The slope of the deflection-curve presented in Fig. 23, calculated based on Eq. 27 on the left (difference
quotients between the last point and actual point) and Eq. 29 on the right (progressive linear fit based on minimized
square error, starting from the last point).

In this way the different deformation regions are distinguishable in the slope-curve, as in
Fig. 25/left, however, the noise of the deflection-curve still transfers into the determined slope,
especially at the end of the curve. In order to decrease the noise it is suggested to use more data
points for the determination of the slope by calculating linear least-squares on the set of data.
If we consider the fitted linear as in Eq. 28, then Eq. 29 is the calculated square error (Ri2) which
should be minimized in order to find the slope (Si) for every datapoint (indexed by i).
𝐷(𝑧) = 𝑆𝑧 + 𝑐
𝑛

𝑅𝑖2

= ∑ (𝐷𝑗 (𝑧𝑗 ) − (𝑆𝑖 𝑧𝑗 + 𝑐𝑖 ))

(28)
2

(29)

𝑗=𝑖

The algorithm should start from the last point, and as in Eq. 29, in every step increase the
number of points used for calculating linear least squares (for every Si, j = i...n and i = n…1).
Fig. 25/right presents the resulting slope, which confirms that the noise of the deflection curve
can be successfully decreased by using least square linear fitting. A possible weakness of the
algorithm, however, is that since the number of points used for the least square fitting is
progressive (starting from the end of the deflection curve), the sensitivity to the changes in the
slope decreases, especially for curves obtained with high sampling rates (e.g. which contain a
large number of datapoints). Focusing on the relevant range, the part of the curve which belongs
to cantilever deflection can be clearly identified (see Fig. 25/right in the framed part).
Another possible solution is to apply a type of moving window linear least square algorithm, as
in Eq. 30, where h  1 (integer). By the proper selection of h, an optimum could be found with
both proper sensitivity and noise-reduction. The optimal value of h depends on the density of
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data points, thus on the sampling rate of the deflection curve, and should be selected
accordingly. Figure 24/right presents slope-curves obtained with different h values, based of
Eq. 30. The characteristic of this slope-curve is closer to the one calculated based on Eq. 26.
𝑖+ℎ

𝑅𝑖2

= ∑ (𝐷𝑗 (𝑧𝑗 ) − (𝑆𝑖 𝑧𝑗 + 𝑐𝑖 ))

2

(30)

𝑗=𝑖−ℎ

Conclusively, all of the above mentioned methods can be used to identify the transition between
the two regions. There is a tradeoff between sensitivity and noise suppression, but an optimum
could be found, based on the actual deflection-curve and its sampling rate. For the sake of
algorithmization, the method based on Eq. 29 seems to be the most promising, thus in this
dissertation this method was used for determining the adaptive InvOLS value and the endpoint
of the fitting range.
4.2.3 Significance of the fitting range (endpoint of fitting)
It was demonstrated with relation to Fig. 21 and the classification of the force-curves the proper
selection of the fitting range for the contact-mechanics model is very important in order to gain
reliable Young’s modulus values. However, the three cases, depending on the relation between
the sample hardness and cantilever spring constant differ significantly. For too hard samples
(right column of Fig. 21) the force-curves will not contain any information about the
deformation of the sample, only about the deflection of the cantilever, there is no point in fitting
the model here (the obtained Young’s modulus values will be linearly depending on the endpoint in a very large range). For a soft sample (left column of Fig. 21) most of the curve
characterizes the deformation of the sample, thus the result of fitting does not depend
significantly on the endpoint (within 5% deviation). This region can be used for model fitting
without restriction, however, the well-matched case has some advantages compared to this,
regarding the adaptive calibration of InvOLS, which will be presented in chapter 4.4. In the
well-matched case (middle column of Fig. 21), the obtained values are only reliable while the
end-point is selected in the vicinity of the transition region, before the plateau. By using an
‘end-to-end’ fitting for this curve, which is quite common in practice and in the literature, the
plateau characteristic to cantilever deflection will be included, along with a relative error around
20 % in the determined elastic modulus. From the algorithmization’s point of view and
engineering consideration, the end of the elastic region can be estimated a bit below the plateau.
The point on the normalized slope curve that belongs to 95 % of the plateau can be assumed as
the endpoint of the fitting in the deflection-curve.
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4.2.4 New scientific results
Thesis I.
I have developed a new method for the optimization of endpoint selection during contactmechanical model fitting on force-curves measured by AFM point-spectroscopy, for the
evaluation of elastic sample deformation.
Explanation:
a. ) The method is based on the proven observation that two dominant regions can be
separated on the AFM force-curves: a region characteristic to the elastic deformation of
the sample and another region which characterizes only the deflection of the probe.
b. ) The method helps in the identification of the proper endpoint (opposite to the contact
point) for Hertz, Hertz-Sneddon, and DMT contact-mechanical models.
c. ) To separate the two dominant regions the method uses the slope of the deflection-curve,
which is a series of linear regressions (or differentials) between last point of the obtained
curve and each point of the curve. The region which characteristic only to the cantilever
deflection can be identified as a definite plateau on this slope.
d. ) The proper endpoint for model fitting is defined at the end of the region that is
characteristic to the elastic deformation of the sample, namely, the point on the
normalized slope curve which belongs to 95% of the plateau value can be assumed as
the endpoint for fitting.
e. ) It was shown that any deviation from the proposed optimal endpoint can cause
significant errors (more than 20 %) in the value of Young’s modulus which was
obtained from the fitting.
Related publications: [L1], [L3] – [L5], [K3] – [K5]
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4.3 A method for proper spring constant selection
4.3.1 Changing between force-curve classes
In Fig. 21 we have seen, that based on the relation between the elasticity of the sample and the
spring constant of the used cantilever, the obtainable deflection-curves fall into three
characteristic cases, and the bottom row of Fig. 21 also pointed out that we can introduce serious
errors in our evaluation, if we measure or fit on the wrong domain. The worst thing that one
can do is to measure the sample with a cantilever which is way too soft (E >> k), since in this
case the deflection-curve will not contain the deformation of the sample, and fitting a contact
mechanic model on this curve will yield absolutely false Young’s modulus values. The other
extreme case (E << k) is also not ideal, but can work, if one can avoid the plastic deformation
(or other damage, such as tearing) of the sample. As we can see in the left column of Fig. 21,
the deflection-curve characterizes the elastic deformation of the sample, thus the contact
mechanic model fits well in this region. Also, the resulting Young’s modulus values do not
depend much on the selection of the endpoint of the fitting. Although for most applications this
domain (E << k) can be applicable, finding the transitional domain (E ~ k, “well-matched”
case), as in the middle column of Fig. 21 could be more beneficial. Here, the plateau of the
slope (the linear terminal part of the deflection-curve), can be used for InvOLS determination,
which will be characteristic for this actual measurement, which, based on Chapter 4.4, can
increase the precision of the fitting.
Here, I would like to demonstrate, that by selecting the proper spring constant for the sample,
one can switch between these domains. Fig. 26 presents two deflection-curves (left) and the
accompanying slopes (right), measured on two irradiated samples, with a soft cantilever (spring
constant: 0.2 N/m). The black curve was measured on the same sample (E = 2.5 GPa, fluence:
1.87×1014 ions/cm2) which was presented in the middle column of Fig. 21 and also in Fig. 23
for the 5 N/m cantilever. For that cantilever it was the “well-matched case”, where the
deformation of the sample and the linear part of the curve can be separated well. However, for
the 0.2 N/m cantilever, this sample is too hard, and thus it is not deformed. Based on the
calculated slope (Fig. 26/right) it is clearly in the (E >> k) domain.
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Figure 26. Deflection curves (left) and calculated slopes (right) measured with the 0.2 N/m cantilever on two
different irradiated PDMS samples. Black: E = 2.5 GPa, fluence: 1.87×1014 ions/cm2, red: E = 0.24 GPa, fluence:
1.68×1013 ions/cm2.

The red curve was measured on the sample which was irradiated with the smallest fluence
(E = 0.24 GPa, fluence: 1.68×1013 ions/cm2). This sample was in the (E << k) domain with the
5 N/m cantilever (same as in Fig. 21 left column), with no linear terminal part in the deflectioncurve (or plateau in the slope) observable. With the 0.2 N/m tip, this plateau is clearly
observable, which means this is the right spring constant for this sample, to measure in the
transitional domain.
In Fig. 20 the obtained Young’s modulus values were plotted for the samples, measured with
both cantilevers. If we number the samples from 0 to 7 based on their irradiation fluences
(the reference is 0), the 5 N/m cantilever yielded a slope with a plateau from 3 to 6 (0.83 GPa
– 16.7 GPa), while the 0.2 N/m cantilever from 0 to 3 (0.004 GPa – 0.83 GPa).
It can be seen in Fig. 20 that the values measured with the two cantilevers significantly differ
below sample 3 (0.83 GPa). For this sample both deflection-curves had a linear terminal part
(plateau in the slope), which could be used for the determination of InvOLS. The two deflection
curves were evaluated in the same way, and thus the resulting Young’s modulus values match
pretty well. For samples 0 to 2, the 5 N/m cantilever did not yield a plateau, thus in these
cases the InvOLS, which was used for the evaluation was the one measured during the
calibration on an ideal hard and flat sample. As will be discussed in chapter 4.4, the actual
InvOLS can differ from the one obtained during calibration, and usually (see Fig. 28), the actual
InvOLS measured on a real surface is smaller, compared to the one measured on a hard and flat
sample. Based on Fig. 29, if one uses a higher InvOLS value than the actual one, the obtained
Young’s modulus values will also be higher (e.g. 5 % higher InvOLS results in a 20 % higher
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Young’s modulus). That is precisely what we can see in Fig. 20: since there was no plateau for
samples 0 to 2 with the 5 N/m cantilever, the actual InvOLS values could not be determined,
and thus the resulting Young’s modulus values are way higher, compared to the 0.2 N/m
cantilever, where the linear terminal part of deflection-curves enabled the determination of the
actual InvOLS for every given curve. Considering the reference 1:10 PDMS sample (without
irradiation), which has a Young’s modulus around 2-4 MPa [107-109], the 5 N/m cantilever
yielded a nearly one order of magnitude higher values.
For these reasons, besides the proper selection of the spring constant for the samples, we advise
to stay in the E ~ k, “well-matched”, or transitional domain, since the adaptive determination
of the InvOLS for the actual deflection-curves yields more reliable Young’s modulus values.
Based on this series of samples we found the two cantilevers to be best applicable in these
regions: 0.2 N/m: 0.004 GPa – 0.8 GPa; 5 N/m: 0.8 GPa – 20 GPa. Above 20 GPa (sample 7)
the sample is not deformed with the 5 N/m tip, thus the resulting Young’s modulus values
would not be reliable. Although, in theory, cantilevers with even higher spring constant could
be tried to measure harder samples, the elastic deformation of such hard samples may not be
measurable (e.g. the elastic deformation will be focused into very small indentation depths, or
plastic deformation may also occur due to the higher cantilever stiffness). Thus for this range,
other methods e.g. nanoindentation are advised to be used instead of this one, which focuses on
elastic deformation.
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4.3.2 New scientific results
Thesis II
I have proved that for a sample with given elastic properties it is possible to select a probe
with an adequate spring constant in order to obtain force-curves suitable for the
optimized endpoint selection method, described in Thesis I. I have shown that the method
can also be used to assess the range of sample elasticity in which probes with different
spring constants can be used to measure the Young’s modulus of samples with AFM pointspectroscopy.
Explanation:
a. ) It was shown that the AFM force-curves can be classified into three categories based on
how many of the two characteristic domains are present in the curves. In the two simpler
cases the curve only contains the range either where the elastic deformation of the
sample is dominant or purely the deflection of the cantilever, while in a third case both
regions are present.
b. ) It was demonstrated that the force-curves fall into these three characteristic categories
according to the relation between the Young’s modulus of the elastic sample and the
spring constant of the cantilever.
c. ) It was shown that by the proper selection of the cantilever’s spring constant for a given
elastic sample such force-curves can be obtained which contain both characteristic
regions and thus can be used for the optimal endpoint selection method for contact
mechanical model fitting, as described in Thesis I.
d. ) Based on the series of proton beam irradiated PDMS samples it was found that for the
evaluation of the elastic properties of materials based on AFM force-curves a cantilever
with 0.2 N/m spring constant can be used in the 4 MPa – 800 MPa elastic range, while
a cantilever with 5 N/m spring constant was found to be applicable in the 800 MPa –
20 GPa range.
Related publications: [L1], [L3] - [L5]
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4.4 Adaptive InvOLS calibration
As was discussed in chapter 2.4, the determination of the inverse optical lever sensitivity, or
InvOLS, is a necessary step in every experiment, particularly in the case of AFM force-curves.
The precision of its determination will directly be reflected in the calculated Young’s modulus,
moreover, in a non-linear way, since this conversion factor turns the voltage signal produced
by the photodiodes into metric cantilever deflection.
Although the traditional InvOLS calibration method (which uses an ideally hard and flat sample
to calibrate InvOLS prior to the measurements) seems to be straightforward, there are some
challenges and rarely discussed issues that forms the motivation of my investigations. One of
these is related to the position of the laser spot on the cantilever. The phenomena that the
variation of the laser spot position on the back of the cantilever can affect the deflection
sensitivity value was mentioned in some publications (e.g. in [68]), however, the quantitative
description of this effect and more importantly, the quantitative characterization of its impact
on the Young’s modulus was missing. The other often neglected issue is the effect of surface
inclination on calibration, namely, that the inclination of the ideally hard and flat reference
surface differs from the actually measured surface, which can cause differences in the locally
valid InvOLS values.
In the following chapters, I will investigate these problems and their effect on the calculated
Young’s modulus. Furthermore, an adaptive calibration method will be introduced, which is
based on the previously discussed classification of the force-curves and which can be used to
avoid these mentioned problems.
4.4.1 Effect of laser spot position
First let us investigate the effect of the laser spot’s position at the back of the cantilever on the
measured InvOLS during calibration. From a theoretical point of view, the laser-reflection
based optical setup directly transforms the physical deformation of the cantilever into an optical
signal. Since the deformation of a cantilever (which can be modeled as a beam with one end
fixed at the silicon chip and the other one loaded with the interaction’s force) is not uniform
along its length, the measured InvOLS is also expected to change depending on the position, in
a non-linear way. Here this dependence is characterized both experimentally and with
simulation.
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For the experimental characterization of InvOLS, contact-mode point-spectroscopy
measurements were performed with an ART D160 diamond probe on a flat silicon surface,
where the position of the laser spot was manually varied at the back of the cantilever. Fig. 27 (B)
presents a schematic illustration of the experiment and the investigated laser spot positions. The
centers of the four positions were 22 μm, 49 μm, 87 μm and 109 μm away from the base of the
cantilever (the total length of the cantilever is 125 μm). The actual position of the spot was
estimated based on optical microscopy images taken made on the cantilever during the
measurements. In every laser position, the slopes (OLS) of five measurements were determined,
the deviation of every measured group was less than 2%. Fig. 27 (A) shows the obtained slopes
from the measurements.

Figure 27. A) Experimental results, the slope of the calibration curves measured at different laser spot positions
along the length of the cantilever. The relative values are given considering the value measured at 109 μm as
100 %. B) Schematic illustration of the experiment and the investigated laser spot positions on top of the cantilever.
C) Simulation results, the slope of the calibration curves measured at different laser spot positions along the length
of the cantilever, again considering the value simulated at 109 μm as 100 %. D) The relative InvOLS values
calculated from the simulation results.
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Since the radius of the laser spot is relatively large and the precise adjustment of the positions
by hand is limited, and also to gain information in more laser spot positions, the bending of the
cantilever was simulated with a two-dimensional plane stress model by using a custom Matlab
code based on [110]. The cantilever was considered as a homogeneous, isotropic material, and
the four-node quadrilateral element was applied in the mesh using two-dimensional Lagrange
shape functions. The presence of the tip was considered in the distribution of the loading force
and in constrains. The approaching part of the contact-mode point-spectroscopy curve was
simulated by applying 500 nN maximum loading force on the cantilever. The simulation used
the nominal parameters of the cantilever, namely 125 μm length and 2 μm thickness. The
Poisson-ratio of the silicon was assumed to be  = 0.27 and the elastic modulus of the cantilever
was E = 179 GPa. The effect of the laser spot’s diameter was also investigated: the radius of
the spot was set to be 22.5 μm, 33.75 μm, and 45 μm.
By looking on the experimental and simulation results of Fig. 27 our theoretical expectations
seem to be confirmed. The slope of the calibration curves (e.g. the deformation of the cantilever,
OLS) is increasing from the base of the cantilever to its tip, while the InvOLS decreases. It is
important to note, that although the slope (OLS) of the curves characterizes the deformation of
the cantilever directly, InvOLS is used to scale the deflection-curves into force-curves (see Eqs.
18-20), thus the relative variation of the latter is more informative concerning the introduced
errors in the force/elastic measurements. It is also apparent that the relation between the position
and the measured/simulated OLS/InvOLS is not linear.
By comparing the measured data with the simulation results we can see the same tendency.
However, the simulation results suggest a stronger dependence of the measured slope on the
position of the spot. This significant difference could arise either from the imperfection of the
model, or from the fact, that the model neglects the effect of the photodetector, since it only
calculates the slope as a linear shift of the reflected laser beam from the cantilever. In the real
measurements this laser beam is reflected into a four-segmented PSPD (position sensitive
photodetector), where the linear shift of the spot is transformed into voltage, based on the
position of the laser beam in the segments. Although the manufacturer generally states how the
signal is calculated (as a difference between the top and lower segments), we do not have
detailed information about the precise linearization and normalization algorithms they probably
use to generate the ± 10 V ranged output signal. Besides, the model presumes that only normal
forces act on the cantilever. During real measurements the incidence angle of the tip on the
surface is never perfectly normal, which means that lateral forces can also act on the cantilever.
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This effect decrease the measured normal deformation which could cause the measured
differences in the slopes. The effect of incidence angle will be investigated in detail in the next
chapter (4.4.2.).
Regarding the significance of the results the following can be stated. In AFM practice the laser
is generally positioned at the end of the cantilever, close to the tip. Considering only this end
of the obtained curves (120-80 μm range), the relative dependence of the simulated InvOLS on
the laser spot position is around 1.5 %/μm (60 % variation on a 40 μm length). This means that
for example a 10 μm repositioning of the spot on top of the cantilever can possibly cause a 15 %
difference in the obtained InvOLS. Since InvOLS directly affects the scaling of the force-curves
and the elastic modulus depends in non-linear way on it, in turn a ~45 % error is introduced
into the measured Young’s modulus. (See Figs. 29 and 30 later, where the non-linear effect of
InvOLS on the calculated Young’s modulus is illustrated). In other words, repositioning the
laser spot between calibration and measurements (either intentionally or unintentionally) could
cause significant errors in the scaling of the obtained force-curves, which could lead to a huge
variance in the calculated elastic modulus.
It was confirmed, that the InvOLS is strongly depending on the position of the laser spot on top
of the cantilever. Thus, as a thumb’s rule, it can be stated that the position of the spot should
never be changed between cantilever sensitivity calibration and the measurements. Ideally, the
best solution to this problem would be to measure InvOLS during the actual measurements, and
precisely this is what the adaptive calibration method – which will soon be introduced – offers.
Before that, let us investigate another important aspect, which is the effect of
incidence/indentation angle on the measured InvOLS.
4.4.2 Effect of tip/surface incidence angle
Again, let us start from the fact that users usually choose the standard calibration method for
measuring the InvOLS of their cantilevers, which is done before the real measurements on an
ideally hard and flat surface. Since a real surface (which is the target of the elasticity
measurements) rarely ideally flat, here I would like to investigate the effect of tip/surface
incidence angle (originating from surface inclination or from microscopic topography
variations) on the actual value of InvOLS. For this purpose a silicon wafer was used as an
ideally flat and ideally hard surface (Young’s modulus above 130 GPa). As a sufficiently hard,
but not flat surface an irradiated PDMS sample was selected (fluence: 1.87×1015 ions/cm2,
Young’s modulus ~22 GPa). This sample has an irregular, hill like surface topography, with
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contact angles between 10-15o, as can be seen in Fig. 28 (right) both on the illustration and on
the optical microscopy insert. This protrusion of the material was caused by the proton beam
irradiation in the exposed 5 mm (diameter) area of the PDMS. The exact same cantilever was
used for the two experiments, its small spring constant (0.2 N/m) ensures that both surfaces can
be considered ideally hard (right column case in Fig. 21) and the measured deflection-curves
will only characterize the response of the cantilever without any elastic deformation from the
sample.

Figure 28. Left: Calibration curves (deflection signal vs. piezo position) measured on a flat Si sample with a
0.2 N/m AFM tip. The dashed line along with the equation represent the average of ten curves. Right: Calibration
curves (deflection signal vs. piezo position) measured on the irradiated, hard PDMS sample (fluence:
1.87×1015 ions/cm2, Young’s modulus ~22 GPa) with a 0.2 N/m AFM tip. The dashed line along with the equation
represent the average of ten curves. Insert: the actual cross-section of the PDMS sample, captured with an optical
microscope.

As can be seen in Fig. 28 (left), the deflection-curves obtained on the Si wafer have very small
deviation (error below 0.5 %), but for the curves obtained on the PDMS sample (Fig. 28 right),
this deviation is much higher (error around 10 %). Since the PDMS is also too hard to be
deformed by such a soft tip we can rightly presume that the differences in the measured slope
(V/z, which is the inverse of InvOLS) can only be attributed to local differences in the
deformation of the cantilever caused by the varying incidence angles. Note, that although the
surface of the PDMS is illustrated only in 2D in Fig. 28, it has a more complex, hill-shaped 3D
topography and thus the actual incidence/contact angles between the tip and the surface cannot
be precisely estimated. Generally, if the incidence angle is not completely normal to the
investigated surface part of the total force (originating from the piezo movement, which presses
the tip to the surface) will act as lateral force on the cantilever. This means, that besides the
vertical bending of the cantilever (characterized by InvOLS) horizontal bending and torsion can
also occur (Fig. 29 B). This results in a smaller measured slope (higher measured InvOLS). Fig.
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28 (right) confirms this, since most of the measured slope values are smaller than the average.
However, alternatively, a scenario can also occur when the topography of the surface is such
that during indentation the contact area between the pyramidal tip and the surface increases
(Fig. 29 C). If this surface is also hard, the topography can exert a bending moment on the tip,
causing a somewhat higher sensitivity compared to the ideally normal incidence on a flat
sample. The pink curve with the highest sensitivity in Fig. 28 B) (even higher than the
sensitivity measured on the Si sample) possibly belongs to this scenario.

Figure 29. Illustration of the forces acting between the tip and surface in various scenarios: A) Ideal normal
incidence on a lfat surface (the total force is normal force, causing deflection). B) The incidence angle of the tip is
not completely normal to the surface e.g. the surface is tilted. Fn causes normal deflection, while the Fl lateral force
causes a torsional moment. C) A hard and uneven surface, where the surface topography supports the tip in a way,
which causes a bending moment (M), resulting in higher sensitivity compared to ideally normal incidence..

Conclusively it was demonstrated that if the calibration of the InvOLS was done prior to the
actual measurement on an ideally flat reference, and if the surface of the sample has sufficient
inclination, the pre-determined InvOLS can differ from the one which would be valid at the
measurement point in the range of ±10 %. By using the Hertz-Sneddon contact mechanics
model to evaluate the force-curves this ±10 % error in the used InvOLS will, in turn, cause a 30 % to +50 % relative error in the determined Young’s modulus of the measured sample. This
will be elaborated in the next chapter.
4.4.3 Effect of calibration errors on the determined Young’s modulus
It has been proven, that several factors can cause the actual InvOLS (valid at the time of the
actual measurement on a sample at hand) to differ from the one, which was obtained during
probe calibration on an ideally hard and flat surface. Now let’s see, how this variation in the
InvOLS affects the obtained Young’s modulus values. For this let us rearrange Eq. 23 in the
following form:
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3
4𝐸√𝑅
𝑘𝐷(𝑡) =
(𝑧(𝑡) − 𝑧0 − 𝐷(𝑡))2
3(1 − 𝜈 2 )

(31)

Since the time-dependent deflection (D(t)) is derived by scaling the measured voltage in the
photodetector (U(t)) with InvOLS (Eq. 21), we can see that the Young’s modulus implicitly
depends on InvOLS, while also depending linearly on the spring constant. Since E cannot be
explicitly expressed as a function of InvOLS due to the scaling of U(t) and subsequent model
fitting on the scaled data, a deflection-curve is needed to express the relation between InvOLS
and the determined Young’s modulus. For this two approaches were used.
First a real, measured deflection-curve was used, which is the same as in Figs. 21 and 23 the
“well-matched” case, where the sample deformation range can be distinguished from the linear
part, which is characteristic for the cantilever deformation. Here, the linear part of the
deflection-curve can be used for the determination of InvOLS, which reflects the actual state of
all the previously discussed factors (laser spot position, sample-tip incidence angle, etc.), which
can possibly affect the actual sensitivity. For the calculations presented in Fig. 30, the InvOLS,
which was determined from the slope of the linear part of the deflection-curve was considered
as the reference (100 %, proper fit, marked with a red arrow), and we can see, that the obtained
Young’s modulus values are quite sensitive to any difference from this value. A ±10 %
deviation in the InvOLS (which could originate from the difference between the calibrated vs.
actual values) could cause a -30 % to +50 % relative error in the obtained Young’s modulus.
Fig. 30 presents both the absolute and relative measured InvOLS and calculated Young’s
modulus values. Eq. 31 was used for the calculations.
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Figure 30. The dependence of the obtained Young’s modulus on the InvOLS, which is used for the scaling of the
measured deflection-curves. The deflection-curve, which was used for the calculation is the same as the one in
Fig. 23. The InvOLS of the “proper fit” was determined as the slope of the linear part of this deflection-curve, and
is considered as a reference point (100 %) for the comparison.

The reason for the large differences in the fitted Young’s modulus can be seen in Fig. 31. Here
the effect of rescaling of the raw deflection-curve with different InvOLS values is presented.
On the top the sensitivity measured at the plateau on the slope curve (~23 V/m) was used to
scale (Eq. 21) the deflection-curve and the model was fitted (Eq. 31) from the contact point to
the separation point (marked with red in Fig. 31). It can be seen, that the model fits well the
measured curve until the separation point, which marks the end of the region characteristic to
sample deformation. In the bottom the raw deflection-curve was scaled with the sensitivity
measured on a hard and flat sample, which is significantly higher (~ 38 V/m). It can be seen
that no matter how we select the endpoints of fitting (until the end of the deflection-curve –
blue fitted curve, or until the separation point – red curve), the model won’t fit the
measurements well and the resulting Young’s modulus will be unreliable.

Figure 31. Illustration of the effect of scaling the raw deflection-curve with InvOLS on the contact-mechanics
model fitting. The original raw deflection-curve corresponds with the one presented in Figs. 21 and 23, the “wellmatched” case.

Secondly, as a more generalized approach, an ideal deflection-curve was artificially generated
for 60 nm piezo movement with the following nominal parameters: k = 2 N/m, E = 50 MPa,
InvOLS = 2.3 μm/V,  = 0.5, R = 20 nm, based on the Hertz model. Subsequently, Eq. 31 was
fitted on the generated deflection-curve, by varying k and InvOLS as input parameters. In other
words the model was re-fitted on the ideal deflection-curve, with modified input (k and InvOLS)
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parameters. As can be seen in the resulting Fig. 32, in the ±20 % error range of InvOLS the
relative error of the calculated Young’s modulus is in the -40%/+60% range, which can be
considered unacceptably high for several applications.

Figure 32. A) The relative error of Young’s modulus, calculated from an artificially generated force-curve with
the Hertz model, by using Eq. 31, is plotted against the relative error of spring constant and InvOLS determination.
B) Cross-sections of the 3D plot at 100% relative spring constant (top) and 100% relative InvOLS (bottom) values
respectively.

In Fig. 32 the effect of the spring constant is also presented. Compared to InvOLS the effect of
off improper spring constant calibration is a more straightforward linear relationship. But it is
clear from the figure that neglecting the correct calibration of one or both of these parameters
can introduce significant errors in the measurements.
4.4.4 Method for adaptive InvOLS calibration
These presented results underlined the importance of proper InvOLS calibration and
demonstrated extensively that due to either intentional or unintentional reasons the InvOLS
measured during calibration and the actually valid InvOLS at the time of the measurement can
be significantly different. Considering these factors, it can be concluded that an optimal solution
would be to somehow measure the InvOLS at the time and surface location of the actually
measured sample. And the previously described method for force-curve classification makes
this adaptive InvOLS calibration possible.
If the spring constant of the cantilever is selected in good accordance with the sample, the
presented method in chapter 4.2 not only helps with the determination of the fitting boundaries,
but the linear terminal part of the deflection-curve also provides an InvOLS value. This InvOLS
is characteristic for the actual measurement parameters (including laser spot position and
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sample/probe incidence angle) and provides a reliable scaling factor for each obtained
deflection-curve independently. Using this adaptive InvOLS calibration method thus also yields
more reliable Young’s modulus values during the elasticity measurements.
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4.4.5 New scientific results
Thesis III
I have proved that the standard calibration method of InvOLS for AFM pointspectroscopy measurements (which uses an ideally hard and flat surface) can introduce
significant errors during force-curve evaluation because the actual InvOLS (which is valid
at the time and place of sample measurements) can differ significantly due to experimental
conditions (position of the laser spot on the back of the cantilever, surface/probe incidence
angle). I have introduced a new, adaptive InvOLS calibration method which successfully
eliminates these problems.
Explanation:
a. )

It was shown experimentally and with simulations that the relative dependence of the
obtained InvOLS values during calibration (on an ideally hard and flat surface) on the
position of the laser spot is around 1.5 %/μm (measured on a silicon wafer with a probe
of 5 N/m spring constant).

b. )

It was shown experimentally, that the inclination of the surface (e.g. the variation in the
surface/probe incidence angle) in the 10-15o range can cause a 10 % variation in the
measured InvOLS during calibration (measured on a hard (~30 GPa), proton beam
irradiated PDMS with a probe of 0.2 N/m spring constant).

c. )

The effect of improper InvOLS calibration on the determination of Young’s modulus
during force-curve evaluation was implicitly expressed and it was found that a ±20 %
error in the InvOLS could lead to relative errors in the calculated Young’s modulus in
the -40%/+60% range.

d. )

It was proven that the AFM force-curve classification method presented in Thesis I can
be used for an adaptive InvOLS calibration as well. By using a cantilever with adequate
spring constant (defined by Thesis II) the linear terminal part of the force-curve provides
an InvOLS value, which is characteristic for the actual measurement parameters
(including laser spot position and sample/probe incidence angle) and provides a reliable
scaling factor for each obtained deflection-curve independently.

Related publications: [L2], [K1], [K2]
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4.5 Application of the developed methods on Ge28Se72 chalcogenide system
In this chapter, the application of the developed AFM force-curve evaluation methods will be
presented by using an independent material system, namely a Ge28Se72 chalcogenide thin film.
Chalcogenides are compounds, which contain a chalcogen anion from the group 16 elements
of the periodic table, and they most commonly include sulfides, selenides or tellurides. Thin
films formed from semiconductor chalcogenide glasses from the As(Ge)–S(Se) system exhibit
well known photo-induced structural changes under the influence of photons with energy close
to the band gap (Eg) energy [111,112]. Different photo-induced effects like photo-darkening
and bleaching, local expansion or contraction, changes in the reflectivity or in the refractive
index can occur in such thin films [113]. These effects can be utilized to develop amplitudephase optical recordings and memory devices, or to fabricate of photonic elements, such as
holographic gratings. The chalcogenides also respond to the electron beam irradiation with
structural changes. If this material is exposed to the short electron beam pulses, the frequency
of the electron pulses influences the shape of the structures as it was published in [114]. It seems
that some kind of resonance effect occurs and causes increased mechanical response at some
pulse time. It was also published that the line electron beam scan results in stripes with valleys
formed at their bottoms. It was confirmed that the formation of this structure is induced by
electron beam accelerated lateral mass transport [115].
A group at the Department of Experimental Physics, University of Debrecen, lead by Sándor
Kökényesi D.Sc. and István Csarnovics Ph.D. have been working in the past decades on the
understanding of these photon/electron/ion beam induced effects and also on the utilization of
the transformed chalcogenide thin films for advanced applications [116]. While the induced
changes in the material are studied in great detail [117], there is little information concerning
the elasticity/hardness properties of the illuminated chalcogenides. Hence, we have started our
collaboration with this group around 2014 and we have investigated the local micromechanical
properties of AsSe and GeSe systems, transformed by both optical and electron beam methods
with active participation of Csaba Cserháti Ph.D. Here only the results obtained on light induced
holographic gratings and electron beam induced stripes created on a Ge28Se72 chalcogenide thin
film will be discussed. For our results on different material compositions/structures please see
our following publications [L5, K5].
It is important to note that due to the small characteristic size of the formed structures (lateral
size: 1-5 m, height: 100-400 nm), the application of common microhardness measurements or
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indentation techniques (e. g. nanoindentation) can be problematic [118] because the minimum
required indentation track’s width can exceed this small range. Due to this size limit AFM
contact-mode point-spectroscopy was used to determine the local Young’s modulus of the
written structures. As it can be seen in Fig. 34, the surface of the formed structures is very
uneven (both the electron beam induced stripes and the light induced gratings), so we can say
that the surface is a good test scenario for the adaptive InvOLS calibration method.
All samples were prepared by the colleagues at the University of Debrecen, as presented in
chapter 3.1.2. From the originally created GexSe100-x (where x = 28, 33 and 40) materials, the
Ge28Se72 was chosen for elasticity investigation due to its stability and since it has the highest
achievable grating profile and electron-beam induced stripes under the same conditions. This
is shown in Fig. 33, where the dependence of the achievable grating height on the material
composition (A) and electron-beam exposure time (B) is presented. For more about the
GexSe100-x system see [119].

Figure 33. A) Dependence of the recorded grating profile heights on composition at the same, equal exposures

(1 kJ/cm2). B) Profiles heights of e-beam recorded lines on the surface of different Ge-Se composition vs. exposure
by electrons.

To investigate the elastic mechanical properties of the electron-beam written lines on the
Ge28Se72 material, 10-10 contact mode point-spectroscopy measurements were done both on
the top of the structures, in the valleys formed next to the grating lines, and also on the reference
area, which was not irradiated. Similarly, the peaks and valleys were measured and compared
on the light-induced grating by performing 10-10 contact-mode point spectroscopy
measurements at each region and also on the reference area. Fig. 34 presents the investigated
structures. The effect of light and electron beam irradiation is clearly visible on the topography
maps and cross-sections, the written structures are clearly the consequence of the irradiation
induced volume changes (mass transport), as discussed elsewhere [116].
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To determine the Young’s modulus the DMT model was applied to fit the obtained curves
where a spherical indenter is assumed to be used in the Hertzian part:
4 𝐸√𝑅

3

𝐹 − 𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ = 3 (1−𝜈2 ) 𝛿 2

(32 )

Figure 34. Tapping mode topography images of the electron beam induced stripes (left) and holographic grating
(right) with 3D representation (middle row) and corresponding cross-section at the indicated marker (bottom row)
on the investigated Ge28Se72 chalcogenide thin film.

Fig. 35 presents some sample deflection-curves (A, C) with the corresponding calculated slopes
(B,D), measured on the electron-beam irradiated sample (A,B) and on the light induced grating
(C,D). Both sets of measurements were done with a 9 N/m Budget Sensors Tap 150 Al-G probe.
The batch of the probes was the same, but the probes were different and also the measurements
were done in different times. Several interesting observations can be made on the presented
deflection- and slope-curves, which confirm the previous conclusions, also expressed in the
form of theses:
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1) By looking on Fig. 35 we can indeed see, that the resulting slope-curves have a definite
plateau, which means that the two-characteristic regions of the deflection-curve can be
separated.
2) This also means, that the fitting boundary selection method (defined in Thesis I) and the
adaptive InvOLS calibration method (defined in Thesis III) are also applicable on these
deflection-curves.
3) As expected (for reasons discussed in chapter 4.4.2) the Si reference yielded the highest
sensitivity value (the plateau of the slope). Usually, the reference area (which is also
rather smooth) has the second highest value, and the e-beam/light written peaks are the
third. It has to be noted, that the light induced structures are less peaked compared to
the e-beam written stripes (see Fig. 34), which can be the reason that they are closer to
the reference in this plateau value.
4) The difference of the obtained InvOLS between the calibration on the Si wafer and the
locally valid value (plateau on the slope) is especially high in the case of the e-beam
written peak. Here the difference between the InvOLS of Si calibration and the adaptive
calibration (defined in Thesis III) is around 10 %, which could cause a 20-25 % error in
the calculated Young’s modulus (see Figs. 30-32), if the classical calibration method
would have been used, instead of the proposed one.
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Figure 35. A) Deflection-curves measured on the electron-beam irradiated sample at the peak of the grating (black
curve) and on a reference area (red curve). The blue curve was measured on a Si wafer with the same probe, during
calibration prior to the measurements. B) The slopes of the three deflection-curves from A). C) Deflection-curves
measured on the light induced grating at the peak (black curve) and on a reference area without irradiation (red
curve), and also on a Si wafer reference (blue). D) The corresponding slopes of the deflection-curves from C).

Figure 36 shows the obtained elastic modulus values, which were determined as the average of
the 10 fitted curves per location. Thus, the Young’s modulus of the reference area is
16 ± 2.8 GPa, 12 ± 1.8 GPa for the valley and 9 ± 1.2 GPa for the peaks in case of the electronbeam induced lines. Although the deviation of the measurements is somewhat high, Welch’s ttest confirmed that the peak is significantly softer than the reference or the valley with a 0.01
significance level. By looking at the deflection-curves of Fig. 35 A) the difference between de
sample deformation between the black and red curves are also visible to the naked eye.
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Figure 36. The obtained Young’s modulus from the force curves measured on electron-beam induced stripe and
laser induced holographic grating on Ge28Se72 thin films. The reference area was chosen apart from the wellfocused radiated area. The valley in case of the stripe denotes the formed hollow next to the bottom of the stripe.

Several factors could have caused the increased deviation, e.g. possible contaminations on the
sample or recrystallization process, which might have started prior to the measurements.
However, the obtained Young’s modulus for the reference area corresponds well with some
published results in the literature [120-122]. Regarding the light induced grating, the Young’s
modulus for the peak is 8.1 ± 1.21 GPa, for the valley: 8 ± 0.86 GPa, and for the reference area:
15.6 ± 2.93 GPa. It seems that the elasticity changes with the formation of the grating relative
to the unilluminated reference area, but peaks and valleys have very similar Young’s modulus
in this case.
Conclusively, by studying the Ge28Se72 chalcogenide thin films, in both two cases significant
differences were measured between the structures and the reference area, regarding the local
mechanical properties. The Young’s modulus of the reference area is around 16 GPa while the
Young’s modulus of the peaks are usually lower, both are around 9 GPa. It seems that the inner
structural changes are more homogeneous in case of the holographic grating.
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5. Summary and Outlook
Although the advancement of AFM metrology is quite rapid and novel measurement-modes
emerge yearly, force-curves obtained by contact-mode point-spectroscopy are still considered
as the most widely used method to measure the local mechanical (elastic) properties of
materials. It was shown that despite its popularity the evaluation of force-curves – namely the
contact-mechanical model fitting – poses several unsolved challenges and all of these have
significant influence on the precision of the measurements and the accuracy of the obtained
elastic properties (calculated Young’s modulus).
In my work, I addressed three of such problems and offered solutions for each. My three theses
offer methods which help 1) with the selection of the proper range (through the selection of the
endpoint) for contact-mechanical model fitting; 2) with the selection of the proper spring
constant for the probe, depending on the elastic properties of the investigated samples; 3) with
the proper calibration of InvOLS, which is valid for the actual measurement parameters.
I have developed and tested these methods on real material systems: PDMS samples irradiated
with proton beams and Ge28Se72 chalcogenide thin films irradiated with electron and laser
beams. The results proved the applicability of the proposed methods and also amply
demonstrated that neglecting these issues could lead to significant errors in the obtained elastic
properties of the materials.
Conclusively I believe that one the major strengths of my work is the wide range of applicability
of these methods. Besides the tested material systems, the formulated theses are valid for every
area of AFM force-curve evaluation.
In the near future I would like to test these methods for the investigation of much softer
materials, such as living cells. The collaboration of our department with the HAS
Nanobiosensorics Research Group creates a great opportunity for this. The Nanobiosensoric
Research Group recently purchased a Fluid-FM (a nanofluidic atomic force microscope), which
enables the high-throughput investigation of living cells- both from the point of their adhesion
properties and their elastic properties. The hundreds of force-curves made on living cells could
also be a good test vector for my developed methods.
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6. New Scientific Results
Thesis I.
I have developed a new method for the optimization of the endpoint selection during
contact-mechanical model fitting on force-curves measured by AFM point-spectroscopy,
for the evaluation of elastic sample deformation.
Explanation:
a. ) The method is based on the proven observation that two dominant regions can be
separated on the AFM force-curves: a region characteristic to the elastic deformation of
the sample and another region which characterizes only the deflection of the probe.
b. ) The method helps in the identification of the proper endpoint (opposite to the contact
point) for Hertz, Hertz-Sneddon, and DMT contact-mechanical models.
c. ) To separate the two dominant regions the method uses the slope of the deflection-curve,
which is a series of linear regressions (or differentials) between last point of the obtained
curve and each point of the curve. The region which characteristic only to the cantilever
deflection can be identified as a definite plateau on this slope curve.
d. ) The proper endpoint for model fitting is defined at the end of the region that is
characteristic to the elastic deformation of the sample, namely, the point on the
normalized slope curve which belongs to 95% of the plateau value can be assumed as
the endpoint for fitting.
e. ) It was shown that any deviation from the proposed optimal endpoint can cause
significant errors (more than 20 %) in the value of Young’s modulus which was
obtained from the fitting.
Related publications: [L1], [L3] – [L5], [K3] – [K5]
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Thesis II
I have proved that for a sample with given elastic properties it is possible to select a probe
with an adequate spring constant in order to obtain force-curves suitable for the
optimized endpoint selection method, described in Thesis I. I have shown that the method
can also be used to assess the range of sample elasticity in which probes with different
spring constants can be used to measure the Young’s modulus of samples with AFM pointspectroscopy.
Explanation:
a. ) It was shown that the AFM force-curves can be classified into three categories based on
how many of the two characteristic domains are present in the curves. In the two simpler
cases the curve only contains the range either where the elastic deformation of the
sample is dominant or purely the deflection of the cantilever, while in a third case both
regions are present.
b. ) It was demonstrated that the force-curves fall into these three characteristic categories
according to the relation between the Young’s modulus of the elastic sample and the
spring constant of the cantilever.
c. ) It was shown that by the proper selection of the cantilever’s spring constant for a given
elastic sample such force-curves can be obtained which contain both characteristic
regions and thus can be used for the optimal endpoint selection method for contact
mechanical model fitting, as described in Thesis I.
d. ) Based on the series of proton beam irradiated PDMS samples it was found that for the
evaluation of the elastic properties of materials based on AFM force-curves a cantilever
with 0.2 N/m spring constant can be used in the 4 MPa – 830 MPa elastic range, while
a cantilever with 5 N/m spring constant was found to be applicable in the 830 MPa –
16.7 GPa range.
Related publications: [L1], [L3] - [L5]
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Thesis III
I have proved that the standard calibration method of InvOLS for AFM pointspectroscopy measurements (which uses an ideally hard and flat surface) can introduce
significant errors during force-curve evaluation because the actual InvOLS (which is valid
at the time and place of sample measurements) can differ significantly due to experimental
conditions (position of the laser spot on the back of the cantilever, surface/probe incidence
angle). I have introduced a new, adaptive InvOLS calibration method which successfully
eliminates these problems.
Explanation:
a. )

It was shown experimentally and with simulations that the relative dependence of the
obtained InvOLS values during calibration (on an ideally hard and flat surface) on the
position of the laser spot is around 1.5 %/μm (measured on a silicon wafer with a probe
of 5 N/m spring constant).

b. )

It was shown experimentally, that the inclination of the surface (e.g. the variation in the
surface/probe incidence angle) in the 10-15o range can cause a 10 % variation in the
measured InvOLS during calibration (measured on a hard (~30 GPa), proton beam
irradiated PDMS with a probe of 0.2 N/m spring constant).

c. )

The effect of improper InvOLS calibration on the determination of Young’s modulus
during force-curve evaluation was implicitly expressed and it was found that a ±20 %
error in the InvOLS could lead to relative errors in the calculated Young’s modulus in
the -40%/+60% range.

d. )

It was proven that the AFM force-curve classification method presented in Thesis I can
be used for an adaptive InvOLS calibration as well. By using a cantilever with adequate
spring constant (defined by Thesis II) the linear terminal part of the force-curve provides
an InvOLS value, which is characteristic for the actual measurement parameters
(including laser spot position and sample/probe incidence angle) and provides a reliable
scaling factor for each obtained deflection-curve independently.

Related publications: [L2], [K1], [K2]
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10.Appendix
Chapter 2.6.1: the hydrodynamic function
The formula of the Γ hydrodynamic function in Sader method [59]:
Γ(𝜔) = Ω(𝜔) (1 +

4𝑖𝐾1 [(−𝑖)√𝑖𝑅𝑒]
√𝑖𝑅𝑒𝐾0 [(−𝑖)√𝑖𝑅𝑒]

),

and
Ω(𝜔) = Ω𝑟 (𝜔) + 𝑖Ω𝑖 (𝜔)
where
Ω𝑟 (𝜔)
=

0.91324 − 0.48274𝜏 + 0.46842𝜏 2 − 0.12886𝜏 3 + 0.044055𝜏 4 − 0.0035117𝜏 5 − 0.00069085𝜏 6
1 − 0.56964𝜏 + 0.4869𝜏 2 − 0.13444𝜏 3 + 0.045155𝜏 4 − 0.0035862𝜏 5 + 0.00069085𝜏 6

and
Ω𝑖
−0.024134 − 0.029256𝜏 + 0.016294𝜏 2 − 0.00010961𝜏 3 + 0.6458 ∗ 10−4 𝜏 4 − 0.00004451𝜏 5
=
1 − 0.59702𝜏 + 0.55182𝜏 2 − 0.18357𝜏 3 + 0.079156𝜏 4 − 0.014369𝜏 5 + 0.0028361𝜏 6
where
𝜏 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑅𝑒)
𝑅𝑒 is the Reynolds number:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝜔𝑏 2
4𝜂

where 𝜌 is the density of the medium, 𝜔 is the resonant frequency and 𝑏 is the width of the
cantilever, 𝜂 is the viscosity of the medium.
𝐾0 and 𝐾1 are modified Bessel-function of the third degree [123].
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Chapter 3.3: Program code of the evaluation software in Mathematica
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